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Union Wins Election At Universal Life
Wife Shoots Husband
In Castalia Heights

Vote Is 64 To 15 For
Union Representation

r

A 35-year-old husband in Cas- bond was set at $1,000.
talia Heights was shot, and a The victim in the slaying in
cafe patron in a cafe in Orange °rang,- Mound was George
Mound was stabbed to death in Hawkins, 24, of 2318 Brooklyn..
two separate incidents during Police said that a Mrs. Hazel
Readus, 34, of 2363 Enterprise,
the oast weekend.
A family spat was blamed in became disorderly in Bee-Bee's
the shooting of Walter Bank- cafe at 2489 Carnes, and was
head of 1 1 Carver, Apt. 8, asked to leave by the manager,
last Friday afternoon at 3, by Mrs. Bertha Partee.
his wife, Mrs. Annette Bank- Mrs. Readus demanded her
money back for items which
head, 36.
According to police Mr. Bank- she had bought, witnesses said,
head, who works as a barten- and finally left the establishder, came home after having ment.
semething to drink, and got into A short while later, Mrs.
Readus returned to the cafe
an argument with his wife.
Alter a heated argument, with a butcher knife, walked
Mrs. Bankhead shot her hus- over to where Mr. Hawkins was
band with a .22 calibre pistol, standing, and stabbed him in
the bullet striking him in the the left side of the chest with
left side of the stomach. His the knife.
Mrs. Readus fled after the
condition was listed as fair on
Monday.
killing, but was turned over to
Charged with assault to mur- the police on Monday morning
der, Mrs. Bankhead appeared by her attorney, Joe Jones, Jr.
She has been charged with'
ii1 City Court on Monday before
Judge Bernie Weinman, and her first degree murder.
i

Woman Of The Week

VICTORY FOR UNION — George Holloway and workers
at Universal Life Insurance company strike a jubilant pose
and give "V"'for Victory sign following an election organiz-

The home office of Universal Negro - owned companies in
Life Insurance company had a Memphis may expect their
jubilant air about it at noon workers to follow the course
on Monday, after an election which has been taken at Uniwas held under the supervision versal. All businesses with 15
of the National Labor Relations or more workers are in line
Board, and the vote was 64 for union organization, he said.
to 15 to have the employees The first benefit which t h
represented by Local 367 of the workers at Universal will enOffice and Professional Em- joy, he said, is security.
ployees of the AFL-CIO.
"No one can now be fired at
Following the election, B. G. the whim of a supervisor,"
Olive, secretary of Universal Mr. Holloway said. "But a 11
Life and a first vice president, other benefits vill come about
said, "We had the election this as a result of negotiations bemorning and the union won, tween union and company rehowever, we expect to have the presentatives."
same excellent relationship that
ASKED FOR RAISE
we have maintained with our Seated in a restaurant near
employees for more than 40 the Universal Life home office,
years."
Mr. Holloway recounted the
Some 92 workers participat- levents which led up to the viced in the election, but the right tory for the union on Monday.
of 13 to vote was challenged "The campaign started I a atby Universal Life.
, Feb. 23," he said, "after Mr.
George Holloway, an official I A. Maceo Walker, the president,
of the United Auto Workers'refused to give the women a
union, who played a major role 15-cent-an-hour raise, aid t h e
in the unionization of the firm, I right to go out on maternity
said the event is a great leave.
"breakthrough" for unions, and "A petition was later presenting workers at the 40-year-old firm. The vote was 64 to 15 marks the first time in t h e ed to him with the names of
South that a firm owned by 76 of 94 workers on it.
to have the workers represented by Local 367 of the Office
Negroes has voted to have "Then Mr. Walker told the
end Professional Employees of the AFL-CIO,
onion representation.
(Continued On Page 2)
Mr. Holloway said that other

ABC Newsman To Give Larry Julian Receives
Anniversary Address Minority Group Post

The Man In The News

The Memphis branch of the, Awards and citations will be A former interviewer at the Maywood st . and a night stuNAACP will 'celebrate the 12th,presented to outstanding work- Youth Opportunity Center at 43 dent at Memphis State uniser-[
anniversary of the 1954 Su- era in the Membership CamN Cleveland, has been appointMr. Julien was appointed to
preme Court Decision outlaw- "Ala
ing discrimination in public edU- The individual worker writing ed to the post of minority roup &he- position by Mrs. C. Fra
cation during a mass meeting the highest number of ritem- representative for the Tennes- Scott, state commissioner of the
to be held on Sunday, May 1S, berships over 350 will receive a see Department of Employment Department of Employment se
curity.
at Metropolitan Baptist church trip as a delegate to the ne- Security.
at the corner of Walker and tional NAACP Convention to be He is Larry Juliet] of 829 According to Mr. Julian, one
of the first programs he is unMcDowell.
held in Los Angeles, or a $100
dertaking is a manpower surThe guest speaker will be Savings Bond.
vey for the U. S. Department of
pins
NAACP
and
Certificates,
news
ABC
Melvin R. Goode,
Labor. His will be a coordinatcorrespondent and dynamic ora- plaques will be presented to all
ing role.
workers who have solicited as
, tor.
A 1958 graduate of Melrose
The meeting will climax the many as 25 memberships in the
High school, Mr. Julian. attendNAACP's annual Spring Mem- current campaign.
ed Tennessee A & I State uniership Campaign and kick off The branch's annual Merit
versity, where he was faking
the Voter Registration arive. Award will be given to a worker
subjects required for a minor in
Music will be sung by the sane or workers who have gone "beelementary education. He hopes
tuary choir of Pentecostal yond the call of duty" in renderto complete the requirements
Church of God in Christ under ing service to the program of
for his degree at Memphis State
the direction of Samuel Spann. the local organization.
university during the fall
semester.
He has been working with the
Tennessee State Employment
Service since June of 1964.
Mr. Julian is married to a
Memphis State university student, and they are the parents
LARRY
JULIAN
of
one child.
NASHVILLE — If you retell Rev. James Woodruff, an Episto a poet, who happens to bel copal minister, during the book
a Negro as a "Negro poet," party.
you are damned, and if you Ossie Davis, the Broad w a y
just call him a "poet,- y o u playwright and actor, told the
session
closing
conference's
are damned.
Those conflicting conclusions that integration might have
were drawn by persons attend- worked in this country if it had
ing the Fisk University Centen- not come on the heels of auto- Integration of the children's Negro elementary schools.
nial Writers Conference recent- mation.
parade of the Memphis Cotton The elementary schools which
ECONOMICAL PLIGHT
ly.
participated in last year's Juwhich
inventions
Makers Jubilee and the Memconference, Among the
three-day
The
bilee
parade have been given
centered on the theme. "T h el are driving Negroes off jobs and phis Cotton Carnival for this
first choice to take part in this
MRS. CALVERTA ISHMAEL
Image of the Negro in Ameri- into the streets he cited cotton ye a r 's celebration was anyear's integrated parade.
pickers and. automatic elevacan Literature."
nounced last Saturday by the Other 'than the 1965's 10
k
Panelists on poetry were Rob- tors.
schools, no other groups will
ert Hayden, Melvin B. Tolson,' Mr. Davis. author of "Purlie Jubilee spokesman and founder,
participate, with the exception
"if
Negro
Miss Margaret Walker and Ar- Victorious," said that
Dr. R. Q. Venson.
of Negro high school bands
PAUL R. JONES
writers don't write about the
na Bontemps.
Jubilee and Carnival officials which have been invited.
canwe
plight,
of
our
economics
Miss Walker traced the hismet earlier this year to work Noting that it was through the
tory of the Negro as a writer not write what is true."
the details. The agreement Jubilee organization that the inout
participants
conference
Other
Church;
dale
founder
of
t
h
e
LAWS
ERMA
BY
and poet in the 20th Century.
was
that the integrated parade tegrated parade agreement was
Redding,
auSaunders
J.
Were
Foote Homes Kindergarten; Mr. Hayden said he was tired
Mrs. Calverta Ishmael, o u r President of the Foote and of hearing what the Negro wri- thor, essayist and book review- would be confined to local ele- brought about, Dr. Venson said,
first "Woman of the Week," is Clayborn Homes Tenant Asso- ter should or should not do.
er; Margaret Halsey, author of mentary schools from the first "It was done at great sacrifice
to the Jubilee, per se, in that it
an active citizen with many re- ciation; President of Foote and "We are people writing f o r the novel, "With Malice Toward through the sixth grades.
sponsibilities. The mantle o f Clayborn Home Garden Club people. My poems have some- Some," and the playwrights, A parade of hand drawn floats, reduces one of our major activtiveness in negotiating settleBy ERMA LAWS
responsibility appears to be and Vice President of the Cot- thing for everybody," he said. Alice Childresss, William Branch some 35 will be allocated to the ities. Also, in past years we inments leading to civil rights
with
10
for
slight in light of the abundance ton Makers Jubilee.
Jubilee
Association
vited
kindergartens,
and
all
of
Mr. Tolson, noting that Yeats and Loften Mitchell.
Paul Raymond Jones is the
of stamina possessed by this She is an active member of was an Irish poet, and Goethe
the Negro schools of the city first "Man In The News", which - compliance, he has been cited
by state officials, mayors, civic
small but resourceful lady. It the Electoral Committee for the a German poet, added, "I'm a
and country to take part.
will be a regular feature in the groups as well as civil rights
hat been said, that, "Respon- YWCA, while at the same time Negro poet, not a poet who hap"But we feel the movement is Tri State Defender,
sibility gravitates toward h i m she is the president of the pens to be Negro."
significant, because it is the The 37-year-old bachelor is a workers.
who gets ready for it, and pow- Georgia Avenue PTA where The panel on poetry preceded
first positive step the Jubilee Conciliation Specialist, United A native of Alabama Mr.
er flows to him and through she works hand in hand with
book party attended by more
and the Cotton Carnival have States Community Relations Jones was born in Bessemer
him who can use it"
the principals and faculty in than 500 persons and given in
taken for a joint celebration, Service, Department of Com- where he was graduated from
Booker T. Washington High
This little lady never seems all of the school activities.
honor of John 0. Killen's rewhich we believe is in line with merce.
School. He received h i s B.S.
to run out of energy. A memMrs. Ishmael's many endea- cent novel, "Black Man's Bur- The Department of Labor will gram that has proved so sue- one of the basic objectives of
The "Service" as it is re- and M.A. degrees from Howber of the First Baptist Lauder- vors and concern for commun- den."
sign a contract with the Mem- cessful that Congress extended the Jubilee from its beginning," ferred to was established by ard University a n d attended
ity progress has led her into Mr. Killen, author in resi- phis Urban League, calling for it this year by a unanimotis Dr. Venson said.
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to
the following public positions: dence at Fisk, was chairman of an on-the -job training program roll-call vote.
The Carniv al-Jubilee Chil- conciliate and mediate in ra- Yale University on a Fellowship. He has done work on a
Commission;
Beautiful
Writers
the
Conference. A rethe City
to benefit 500 unemployed per- The funds will be used to pay dren's Parade will be staged at cial crises as an arm of the Ph. D. at the University of CaliMap South Policy Making Com- view of his book WAS given by
Friday
morning,
May
13,
10:30
sons. Congressman George for equipment, materials and
White House.
fornia in Berkeley.
mittee, and she formerly servand will form at Main and Mar- Mr. Jones was sent here in
time.
The
supervisory
individuGrider
announced.
He has worked as public relaed on the Mayor's Poverty ComLondon Awaits Clay
The Urban League will sub- al businesses will pay wages. ket, move south on Main to October from Washington to as- tions field representative for the
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
mittee.
contract programs involving Congressman Grider notified Gayoso, back to Front st., and sist in establishing the regional Johnson Publishing company;
The first "Margaret Sanger Her warm personality is an LONDON — (UPI) — Heavy- four or five trainees to different Rev.
A. McDaniel, head of
field office servicing southern Executive Secretary of the Ininvaluable aid in helping her weight champion Cassius Clay
northward to Ellis auditorium,
Award in Human Rights" will be
will arrive in London next Mon- businesses, where participants the Memphis Urban League, of and will be the first time the cities. His office is located In terracial Committee of Birmingget the job done!
present to civil rights leader She resides at 620 C Lauder- day to complete preparations will learn such occupations as the approval by Secretary of
the Federal Building.
ham and Jefferson County; senparade has not gone down the In his position as Conciliation
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
dale with her three grandchild- for his May 21 title defense shoe r ep a i r, laundry and dry,Labor Willard Wirtz.
ior probation officer Jefferson
and service station The on-the-job training pro- famed Beale st.
Specialist, Mr. Jones figured County Juvenile and Domestic
Formal presentation will take ren. Vanette, who is a senior against Britain's Henry Cooper, cleaning
gram is part of a series being According to a Jubilee spokes- prominently in the resolution of
work.
Washington High promoter Harry Levene said.
T.
Booker
at
Courts, Birmingham, and servbanplace here Thursday at the
School. Vann. who is in the On the evening of his arrival, Congressman Grider said the conducted by the Urban League man, the first children's pa- racial crises of Bogalusa, La.;
United States Probation
quet session of the two-day sixth grade at Georgia Avenue Clay will be Levrne's gUeSt at program will receive $276,000 in other cities. This program is
Tuskegee a nd Birmingham, ed as
rades
in
Memphis
were
staged
Officer,
United States District
first
approved
Family
under
the
Manpower
Developthe
to
be
for
National Conference on
Alabama and Natchez, Missisand Calverta a fifth grader at the Anglo-American Sporting
Memphis.
by
Club
ment
and
boxing
Training
Act,
a
promoters
dinner.
proJubilee
at
San
Francisco.
sippi.
As
a
Court
Georgia.
result
of
his
effecPlanning.

Writers Hold Confab
On Fisk U. Campus

Cottonmakers Integrate
The Children's Parade

Responsibilities Weigh
'Heavily On Mrs. Ishmael

Specialist In Race
Relations Serves Here

Labor Approves Urban
League's Job Program

Sanger Award
Goes To King
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No Delays Expected In
Job Corps Placements

Vote Is 64 To 15 For
Union Represenation

signing up,!Corps center within a five da \,
March 12 with officials of the Five days after
said.
be on theirperiod, Mr. Floyd
will
NLRB, and which was attend- eligible youth
young men who h a v e
Many
John
training,
women that he would consider ed by such officials of the coin"'wiky to Job Corps
attempted to enroll in the Job
giving them a raise in Septem- pally as Mr. Walker, Mr. Olive,1 H. Flyod, manager of the Youth
ntosnthasndhavtera
gnsin
t em
inss7
aonripps s
c
C
CleN.
43
at
ber, but that they would have John Olive, Thomas Willis, J. Opportunity Center
in receiving
delays
perienced
announcto sign a loyalty pledge. 'Fail- T. Chandler, Sr., and Herman veland St., Memphis,
evxelwould
said
ure to do so, he
ed today
Gilliam, Jr.
instructions. The n e w proce7,
through•
period
be considered a lack of agreeMr. Holloway said that dur-! For the
procedures are be- (hires will make it possible for
ment."
interim required t o several new expedite w o r k - those anxious to enter the pro.
the
mg
the
workMr. Holloway said
ineg.
in work -lotargaind
unionize the firm, two persons ing tested to
gsr
b a
ers refused to sign the loyalty were fired and two others laid trainingassignments at 1J ond
iagmnmethntsbe
in oth
pledge, and a spokeman for
off with serverance pay. The Corps centers explaind.
lays, he reported.
the discontented employees then jobs formerly done by the work- urban lrea.>,
Young men 16 through 21
designed
program is
contacted him,
now being filled by su- This test
are
ers
of age *Imo are out of
years
GUIDELINES FOLLOWED
primarily to reach those disadpervisors, he stated.
and out of work are in
school
most
are
who
followed
all
of
the
youth
"The Union
vantaged
only
that
visit the Employment
said
to
Holloway
vited
Mr.
pointed
guidelines outlined by the Naneed of ssistance, he
women
Security office to find out about
tional Labor Reatious Board," nine of the nearly 100
Life receive a n out. simplifynig screening nd occupational training and other
Mr. 11010way said, "but the at Universal
By
of more than handling procedures, we will opportunities available in the
salary
annual
company violated all parts of
paid
being
Corps. He suggested that
rest
the
the Act bi discharging some, $3,000, with
have the youth who is approved Job young men be accompanied
alwould
which
scales
wage
the
Secu.on
Employment
suslaying off others, and with
in our local
j low them to participate in the rity office actually at a Job by their parents.
pensions."
Program.
Mr. Holloway said that some Anti-Poverty
STARTS SAT, MAY 7
supervisors harassed the wom- Aside from Mr. Holloway,
en by requiring them to raise union officials on hand for the
One Big Week!
their hands for permission to election on Monday were Mrs.
president
go to the rest rooms and water Jennie Lee Murphy,
coolers, would allow them to of Local 367; Oscar Bloodworth,
EXCLUSIVE FIRST MEMPHIS SHOWING
Call out only at lunch time and vice president of the Office and
from pay phones. and refused Profesional Employees union,
Ernest Cobb, into allow emergency calls to Tampa, Fla.;
of the
representative
ternational
come through.
These restrictions, he said, AFLCIO, New York City, and
were added following a hearing Willie Burcham, organizer o f
in the Federal Building on the AFL-C10.
(Continued From Page 1)
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MUSICAL
THE FUN-MIER
will leave you with
that

Campus Politicians In
Limelight At LeMoyne

Dr. Walter W. Gibson Sr., chapter at a Notables' Recep- president; Dr. Gibson, and Miss Emily A. Pettigrew, Merriweaprofessor of biology and chair- tion. He was presented a plaque Forrestine Wadlington. Standing ther Rogers Jr., Jacque line
man of the natural science di- citing his 31 years of service tolleft to right: Miss Janice E. Bruce, James Calvin Haley and
vision at LeMoyne, was honored LeMoyne. Seated, left to right:!mai, Miss Deleenia Johnson,
by the college's Student NEA Miss Arbrie Griffin, e h a pterlhfrs. Irene T. Barrentine, Miss Mrs. Cherie P. Roland, advisor.

LeMoyne college students this
week are staging heated campaigns leading up to a campuswide election Friday, May 6, of
Student Government officers for
1966-67.
The Student Government ticket is seeking to re-elect the
incumbent president, Roderick
P. Diggs, a junior of 1014 Woodlawn. Mr. Diggs was pi-esident
of his freshman and sophomore
classes before taking over the
Student Government presidency
last fall.
Mr. Diggs' opposition will

Victim In Drag
Race Is Buried
In Elmwood

OMEGAS WITH GRAND BASLLEUS — Members of Epsilon Phi chapter of the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., got
together with George Meaves, national grand basileus of
the fraternity, during his recent visit to Memphis as the
chapter was planning for presentation of Tennessee State
Players Guild in famed comedy, "Never Too Late,' on
Monday night, May S. On front row, from left, are Willard
Bell, Floyd Harrison, vice basileus of local chapter; Rob-

ert Thomas, Dayton, Ohio, traveling representative; Mr.
Meaves. L. A. Westley, Fifth District representative; Daniel Ward, basileus of Epsilon Phi, and Dewitt Martin,
visitor from Kappa Sigma chapter at Lane college. Standing, same order, are Garmer Currie, O'Ferrel Nelson, Dr.
E. Frank White, Samuel Helm, Isom Jackson, D. I. A.
Watson, Jr., Alfred Motlow, 0. G. Hawkins and Kennel
Venson. — (Gene Robinson Photo)

MELROSE SCHOOL NEWS
April, 1957 marked the begin- on "To Taste. To Swallow. To Closing remarks were made by
ning of National Library Week. Digest; Up The Down Stair- ths principal, Mr. Floyd IL
Each year the observance of case and The Reader." S h e Campbell.
National Library Week becomes stressed the importance o f The National Library Week
more significant. The main pur- knowing how to read, "That onei was climaxed with a
Story
pose of N.L.W. is to promote receives only what he puts into Hour at 11:00 a.m. Saturday in
wider use of the libraries. This any given situation." She cor- the school's library with
Mrs.
year's twin theme is "Read- related the reaction of the many, Rosalyn Hayes, librarian, i n
Keep Growing, Read and Know and different readers to "Up charge. Guests to the Story
What You Are Talking Abou t- The Down Staircase."
Hour were the Jack and Jills,
.Read."
Lois Griffin gave the devo- Inc. About 35 youngsters were
....Melrose High School Library tion, and Barbara Young read present. Mrs. T. J. Toney and
and the school observed Na- the occasion. Guest for both as- Mrs. Pearlie 0. Legette were
tional Library Week with two semblies were Mrs. Edgar the story-tellers.
assemblies on Friday. April 22. Young, librarian at Lester, and Mrs. Hayes was assisted by
The first assembly included the Mrs. Anne Atkins, librarian at Mrs. Jeanette H. Powell and
junior high with the assistant Father Bertrand. They were Mrs,. Lucy Jackson, library
principal, Mr. Ernest Abron,1 presented by Nathan Littlejohn. aides.
presiding. Mrs. Raychelle L.
Carhee. the assistant librarian'
of Melrose and Lester High
Schools, was the speaker. Mrs.
Carhee spoke from the subject
"Library Tidbits." She stated
that the twin themes of National Library Week challenge the
young people toward knowing
what is in their library. The
speech was centered around adOF
olescent novels and emphasis
was placed on the values of
reading. Melrose High School
Glee Club Girls Group sang
the "Green Cathedral." Cassandra Dean introduced t h e
speaker, and Mr. Ernest Abron
made the closing remarks. The
Prelude and Postlude were ren-,
dered by Janice Frazier.
Dr. Juanita V. Williamson,
the second assembly's speaker,
was introduced by Miss J. E.
Austin, an English instructor at
Melrose. Dr. Williamson spoke

NOW!
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES IS PROUD TO
ANNOUNCE THE RETURN OF THE
GREATEST MOTION PICTURE AU.TIMEI
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Ex-Rocky Aide
In Bribe Trial,
NEW YORK — (UPI) — L.
Judson Morhouse, former state
Republican chairman and close
political adviser to Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller, went on trial in a
bribery-conspiracy case involving an ousted State Liquor
Authority (SLA) chairman and
the Playboy Club.
Morhouse. SX, was accused of
conspiring with and bribing one
time SLA Chairman Martin C.
Epstein to secure a
liquor
license for the doh. which svac
to pay Epstein $511,NO and
Morhonse ;WM.

Buy U.S.

Bonds

A requiem mass for Mrs.
Minor McClory, a 1964 graduate of Father Bertrand High
school was sai dat the St.
Thomas Catholic church on last
Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. McClory, 19 - year-old
wife of Lesly McClory of 1117
College St., Apt. B, died in an
automobile accident on Sunday
night, April 25, when the car
in which she was riding crashed into a tree while reportedly
hi a drag race with one driven
by a relative of the driver of
the car in which she was a
passenger.
Burial was in Elmwood cemetery. Southern Funeral ii o me
was in charge.
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Music by lain* Mendoza-Nava
Directed by JOHN K. MceARTHY
Songe.,.
Heat these
liar,die with Care
and
"-too l.itee

"Too

Late"

A

,.sad Dreams
Bitter leattIfOlIS
A CIPIESAA-ViDED 11142E5SATIO45AL 1104000111

— PLUS —
'With an Al! Star Negro cast of artists!!

A STORY OF LOVE BEFORE MARRIAGE itw
THEYOUNC IPVtRg
A SAMUEL GOLDWYN, Jr. Production From

IA-G-11

Admission: ADULTS $.75 CHILDREN $25 s

Maytag Wringer

Maytag Halo of

WASHER

WASHER

HEAT DRYER

Order by Phone
Immediate
Delivery
Big capacity round porcelain tub,
extra large wrinr roll, I firm, 1
flexible, adjust to all fabrics..
Sediment trap captures dirt, power..
iul agitator action.

fashion specialists in sires
18 to 60 and 161
/
2 to 32/
1
2

$88

Mother's Day
Special!

Big capacity round porcelain tub,
extra large wringer roll, 1 hm,
flexible, adiust to all fabrics.
Sedimenttrap at:votes dirt, powerful. agitator action.

Alcrytog's Halo of Heat suirounds
clothes with gentle even heat,
ending hot spots. Big capacity
parcel em coated drum won't snag,
zinc coated cabinet protected
against rust.

138

With Trod.

SY,146 Treels

$128
04
•
401 0E162

MAYTAG
DEPENDABILITY
6 great washe:s...with different features but

shirt *til skirt
set
reg. 12.00

all with the same famous Maytag dependability

8.99 complet•
sizes 38 to 44

•

wonderfully ftattering gift for Mont
on Mery ..
skirt of cotton
homespun with welt
seon1 d e fa ii pies

7
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Awiseentls Wench

Starts as low as $1
Stores Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Doily
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itio vimmloing sees. Pre* Om
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APPUAIKE

J STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN
UNION ATI.

•
•

44 S. MAIN
1112 UN1011

•
•

S21-4434
214-41411

1431 Saimme
/1•1*.••• 11•41~1 I110114•04

EXCLUSIVE LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!

R. G. Kinkls
L. E. Gatlin
84 Fn. PeN41•1

vna1..d.

NO
MONEY

2
LOCATIONS

Pb... 324-4406

j

4
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COLOR
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come from Dennis T. Hayes,
also a junior, of 532 Buntyn.
Mr. Hayes is running on a ticket nominated by "Interested
Better LeStudents for a
Moyne."
Campaigning for first vice
president on the Diggs' ticket
is Clarence Christian, a sophomore, of 698 Williams, and seeking the same office on Hayes'
slate is Ronald Hooks, a sophomore, of 1585 Antena Place.
Hooks is almost certain o f
winning one of the vice presidential posts since he also is
on Diggs' ticket for second vice
president.
Seeking the second vice
presidentiat position with Hayes
is Miss Reset"! J. Berry, a
freshman, of 2295 Drake.
Others on the Diggs ticket
are Miss Gloria Knox, sophomore, for recording secretary;
Miss Claudia Walton, junior,
for corresponding secre t a r y;
Edward Johnson, freshman, for
treasurer; Miss Barbara Hence,
sophomore, for chaplain; Robert Miller, sophomore, for business manager, and Louis Harvey, junior, for parliamentarian.

MAIL ORDIMS? odd ma
postage plus 4% for Tenn.
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GRAND OPENING Specials
Everyone Invited --

Please
Note—

,„4cee,5400-41,
lb&

tip

114

41

Regardless of Your

Y

Carpet
Problem
We Can Help
You!
. . Remember The
Address

2491

See our

So.Bellevue

FREE Carpet Purse
___Offer...Below!
IT'S A FACT!
Since Hundreds Of Fine
Friends And Customers Attended Our
"Great Grand Opening" And Were Not
Given Prompt Attention This Gigantic
Sale Must Now Be Repeated. We Will
Have Additional Carpet Experts On The
EVERYONE WILL BENEFIT!
Scene—

"Direct-From-Factory"

• Bring The
Family
Spend The
Day—
* We'll
Treat You
Right!

Due To This Fact
We Can Give You An
Absolute Guarantee of Great
Savings On Every Purchase!
7#4

IT'S YOURS
ALL YOU WANT!
Amazing, Nationally
Advertised

LOOK!
LOOK!
LOOK!

DIRECT MILL

We're Open

9

to9P.M.

EVERY
SINGLE
DAY--

,

ExcLusivi SUPPLIER

HERCULON

LOOK AT THIS!

10 LOVELY COLORS

CONTINUED
Grand Opening Special

A Truly Great Store!

Unbelievable
but It's True

100% Nylon

95

FREE

Carpet
Purse
With Every Purchase
of WALL-TO-WALL
CARPETING

You Asked For It
Now, Come' N Get It!

100% Virgin Acrylic
flnnn

A

95

SQ. YO.

Hundreds More
To Choose From
—Join In The Savings—.

Ca
IF YOU CAN'T COME TO US
WE WILL COME TO YOU
SO... SHOP AT HOME.:
IF YOU CAN'T VISIT WITH US—

9421321

SIC7LLY
Will Ile TINpe, Is A 'Jiffy'
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Memorial Service
Held At Mt. Olive
Tyree is visiting, and Mrs. Coby Chapman, a n d Texas and Miss Sadie Sharp of
For Youth Worker withMrs.herEmma
mother, Mrs. Gene' Thoulas; Chicago.
son, Bobb Tyree,
Mrs.

TRENTON NEWS
iII

Mrs. Mary Ross Reid,
Mrs. Ora Smith Brown died
Pearlie Bonapart, Mrs. Tera on Wednesday, April 20, in her
The home of the late Rev.,Wright, and Prince Danner.
home after an extended i 1 IJohnson was burned a feed
The funeral was held on
ness.
in
passed
Moore
D.
Sammie
weeks ago. It was occupied by
24, in Martin Tabernacle
April
17.
April
the Brown and Knight families his home on Sunday,
CME church.
Tuesday
on
held
was
wake
The
tragedy.
the
time
of
at the
night, and the 1-0-al on Wed- Robert Coleman died in hie
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sims of nesday, April 20, at the Martin home after an extended illness.
Route 3, Humboldt, celebrated Tabernacle CME church.
Mrs. Robert Coleman is in GibA native of Columbus, Ga., their 50th anniversary on April
son General hospital.
funthe
for
here
those
Among
Mrs. Lewis came to Memphis in 10. A number of relatives and
eral were Henry Moore, Gary,
childhood. She was employed friends were present.
as a nurse's aide at the E.H. Mrs. Ora Brown was admit- hid.; Mrs. Bessie L. Fowlks,
Dwogiac, Mich.; Mrs. Leona
Crump Memorial hospital.
ted to Gibson General hospital.
Frye, Chicago; Mrs. Lois K.
Mrs. Lewis was dedicated to Mrs. Freadonia has been dis- Mayers, Detroit; Louis C.
after
the work of the young people missed from the hospital
Moore, Charlie Moore, Miss
of her church, and was assis- recovering from an attack.
Erma Moore and Miss Mary
tant superintendent of the de- Mr. Nero Lawrence is recov- Moore of Milwaukee, and Mrs.
partment.
ering from an illness.
Bessie Bryant of St. Louis.
She lived in the home of Mr. Ruben Johnson, son of Mrs. Mrs. Charlie Russell Word's
and Mrs. Arnett Willis at 671 Hester Johnson, and the late wake was held on Monday night
Rev. Herma Johnson, died in April 18, and her funeral on
Alston St.
Gibson General hospital after Tuesday, April 19, at Martin
body
Following her death, her
an illness of several weeks. He Tabernacle CME church, with
was taken to Columbus, Ga., was a barber by trade.
burial in the Wards Memorial
for burial.
Funeral services were held on Gardens. Here for the funeral
Mell Is Your Nowa
April 6 at the First Baptist were Miss Fanchion Russell of
church. Among those here f o r
Stories To The
the final rites were his s o n s,
ers of the Winston-Luster Missionary Society, and the older
PLANNING
ONOR PROGRAM — The Winston Laster
Ruben Johnson of Milwaukee,
living members during a program at the church on next
Missionary Society of Avery Chapel AME church, seen
Pfc. Thurman Johnson, Ti. S.
Sunday.
Mrs.
Hattye
Harrison
Missionary
Sois
president
of
the
the
society,
founder
of
to
the
here, will pay tribute
The Leath School PTA will Army, and other relatives, in- ORGANTJDIOS
Mrs. Willie Bailey, secretary, and Rev. Miller Peace, minis- present its annual Talent a n d
ciety of the AME church, the charter members of the West
MN NA PM I iliVrIMINNI.
cluding Mrs. Lorene
ter of the church. (Gener Robinson Photo)
Tennessee Branch Conference Missionary Society, the workFashion Show in the school ca- Edmonson and husband o f
_
\fetorium on Thursday night, Nashville; Miss Beatrice JohnMay 5, at 7:30, and the theme son and Mrs. Charline Baker,
236 Smith Wellington
will be "Fashions and Talents Cleveland, and Luke Johnson,
Post Office Box 311
in Orbit."
Chicago, Mrs. Humatee Docks, SALES•SERVICE •RENTALS
hid.
and
James
South
Bend,
All
parents
and
friends
of
the
1
We will be happy to
Johnson of Indianapolis.
[school are invited.
Phone
publish it for yoo
Mrs. Shirley Askew Ball is
SICK LIST
682-4637
general chairman, Mrs. Odessa Among the sick confined to
"Free" Of Any
A student organization at Le- nied for service to the Student Thomas and Mrs. Mildred Ho- their homes are Mrs. Louise
charges.
The men of Ward Chapel and Baptist Training Union Con482 S. Perkins Ext.
Moyne has presented a plaque NEA — Miss Irene Turner Bar- ges co-chairmen, and Miss C. Carnes, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
AME church, raised $1,100 dur- gress will convene June 20Payne, Mrs. L.H. Chrisp, M r.
26 in Charlotte, N. C. and a to Dr. Walter W. Gibson Sr., rentine, Miss Jacqueline Bruce, M. Heard principal.
ing the annual Men's Day serv- chartered bus will carry perJames Calvin Haley, Miss Delice on Sunday, April 24, with sons to tthe meeting for a mod- honoring him for his 31 years cenia Johnson, Miss Evelyn
of service to the college. Dr. Lewis, Miss Emily Pettigrew
Cornell Wells serving as t h e est fate.
Gibson is profesor of biology and Miss Forrestine Wadlinggeneral chairman.
chairman of the division of ton.
and
Persons interested in learnOther highlights included the ing more about the trip
natural science.
to
the
morning message delivered by Convention may
Mrs. Charle P. Roland, t h e
contact Rev. C.
Rev. Kenneth Whalum, asis- B. Burgs at 274-3531 or 946-2434, The presentation was made chapter's advisor, pres ented
Rufus
J.
by
members
of
the
tant pastor of Avery Chapel or Mrs. Mattie Todd, the
secre- Hawkins chapter of the Student guests who included Mr. and
AME church.
Mrs. Joseph W. Westbrook, Mrs.
tary, at 526-7223.
National Education Association Walter W.
Gibson Sr., Leonard
Musical selections by tke The assembly
during
a
Notables'
Reception.
point for those
Rowe, state president of t h e
CM-E
of
Trinity
chorus
male
going will be the New Hope Speaker for the occasion was Student NEA for 1966-67, and
church at 5 preceded a panel Baptist church at 649 Pearl
St. Mrs. Althea Price, a counselor J. H. Roland.
discusion on the topic: "Man's
at Booker T. Washington High
Responsibility in the Great SoClosing remarks were given
School and wife of the president by Prof. John
ciety."
Whittaker, w h o
of LeMoyne. She told members substituted for
President
Price.
The panelists were Harry T.
of the chapter of the many
problems they will face if they
Cash, principal of Ham ilton
High school; Dr. Peter Cooper,
become teachers. She also said
LeMoyne college; Rev. E. L.
they would not "reach all of
their students, but somewhere
Curry, a director of the Neighhorhood Youth Corps, with The Carver High School Mu- along the way they might touch
James (Sweetpes) Sandridge
Frank Lewis, principal of Grant sic Department will present one student."
school, serving as the modera- "The Fortune Teller," an op- Seven students were recog- of 698 Williams, a junior and
eretta by Victor Herbert, Thurs;or.
captain of LeMoyne College's
day, April 28, at 7:30 p.m. in
1965-66 basketball squad, underC. H. Cox. a steward and the school's auditorium.
member of the Finance Cornwent a knee operation this week
inittee, and one of 12 captains Some of the principal characat Crump hospital.
aising the highest amount of ter roles will be played by
A deteriorated cartilage was
money, was crowned "Mr. Ward Marilyn Campbell, Edith Bobo,
removed from his left knee.
Chapel."
Melvin Lewis, Ernest Love, OlSandridge was pace-setter and,
Mr. Wells and the Methodist iver Sueing, Mary Burnside,
high scorer for LeMoyne last
4en of Ward Chapel were com- Vicki Draper, Danny Durham,
mended for the success of the Patricia Wildins, Bertha James, TOPEKA, Kans. — (UPI) — season. He starred on high .
rogralm by Rev. R. L. McRae, Patricia Jones, and Carolyn "Little Black Sambo' may be a school courts for Melrose before
Woodruff.
Lie pastor.
kindergarten classic to some entering/ LeMoyne.
1
people, but as far as region IV
B.
Brooks
is
the
Mrs.
C.
'
HYDE PARK
members of the National Assomusic director.
Sunshine Chapter No. 221 of
ciation for the Advancement of
the Order of the Eastern Star
Colored People (NAACP) are
celebrated its 46th anconcerned it it is a story that MADRID — (UPI) — Seven
Aversary during services held
should be banned from school American students — including
in last Sunday at the Greater
the granddaughter of former
bookshelves
i,iyde Park Baptist church at, The PTA of .the Walker EleU. S. Secretary of State ChrisNAACP
delegates
(rem
a
10: 75 Misissippi blvd., and h e mentary School will present a
tian A. Herter — were attacked
area
approved
a
state
resolu- and beaten by Spanish police
iciest members of the ctfapter mystery, comedy play entitled,
tion calling for re- oval from
'mere honored.
-Finders Creepers- on Friday school libraries books that tend during a student demonstration.
Mrs. Willie Cole Gray is the night, May 6, at the school, and to prejudice readers against He- Police claimed it was a misorthy matron, and Roosevelt the public is invited.
grees.
take.
..'enkins the worthy patron.
The affair is a benefit for the
school, and admission will b e diessemeeisemestesemmeeemeeme
NEW HOPE BAPTIST
I
35 cents for students, and 5e •
/
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
The National Sunday School cents for adults.
A memorial service for Mrs.
Florence Lewis, who worked in
the SUNDAY School department
of Mt. Olive CME Cathedral for
a number of years, was held on
last Sunday morning at the
church. Mrs. Lewis died here
April 19.

Milwaukee.
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Leath To Display
Talent, Fashions

ORGANS • PIANOS

Teacher Gets Plaque
For 31 Years Service

CHURCH NOTES

HAM

NOTICE!
Alt Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

Tri-State
Defender

Everyone saves

Carver School
News

Quality
Stamps!

Sandridge's Knee
Goes Under Knife

NAACP Raps

'Black Sambo
In Schools

Spanish Police Beat
Seven U.S. Students '

Walker PTA To
Present Co medy

New Subscription Order

•▪ CAR WASH $
Effective Nevembet 29. 1965
8 A.M.-6 P. .
•
Sat or Svc Si 25
•
Monday
•
Sat Open
A M to 6 P
thru
AM
M
Sun Open 11
is 2 P
•
Friday
•
•

Kindly send me the Tri-State
SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
I
'
Defender to address below
•
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
Paewsumosemeesemiameseasseeneaf
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50

GO BY BUS

THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
I TO

City

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

Zone No.

Street Address
Stote

Red cabbage says:

"Speas goes
to my head"!
SAUCE
CABBAGE
VINEGAR
tcgether Speas
RED
Simmer brown sugar, \
SPEAS
WITH
salt and
salt Vinegar,
bay leaf, minutes.
cioves,
1/4 teasp.
ParsleY
Pour
1 cuP SPeas
parsley tor 5
Sivig
Vinegar
teapie ttram; add onion.Serves
2s.gr
cabbage.
onion
1 tblso. brow"
a.:
6vire hog.t
ocnobbkodege o
sugar
5 credups
cloves
bav
2
v2
WIT
•t

/IV

SPEAS
VINEGAR

App!. Cider or Whit* Distilled

FREE!

ii7:-.,,,a
_, _

e
a .

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
Per Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE

CUSTOM

B H

ruagasse

21-peg•booklet,'Why DIdn'l Someone 7$M.Abaft.Ai
for Vinegar. Write'SPEAS COMPANY. 2400 Nleholion Ave., Kansas City, Ma

TAILORS

EVERYONE COUNTS ON ...EVERYONE SAVES
... QUALITY STAMPS!

INC.

24$ Vance Ave.

r
i

From little boys to 'Teddy Bears ... from teenagers to grandmothers EVERYONE saves Quality
00
Stamps! . . . Naturally, because it only takes
Quality Stamps to fill a saver book . .. So, if you
are a little boy looking for a toy, a teddy bear
looking for a choir, a teen-ager looking for a "hifi" or a grandmother looking for gifts for the grand.
babies count on quality Stamps to fill your needs!

and Accessories

JA 7-9320

Messphis. Tionesta*
C•nnsway
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Aleke• WWI Yew Ask Fos An4
Croat., Whitt Yen Think Of'
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Social Clubs To Induct
New Members At Lester
New members will be inducted into the Shon and Shonvelle
Social clubs at Lester High
school during services to be
held in, the gymnasium on Friday morning, May 6, at 9:30.

PLANNING JUBILEE FESTIVAL — The 1966 Jubilee officials made final plans Mr the week-long testis al which will
be held May 8-15, and announced that in compliance with
the Civil Rights Act will include children of all races in the
Children's Parade, and here they are seen during a recent
smorgasbord luncheon. From left are Thomas Perkins, Mrs.
Katie Johnson, Mrs. B. T. -Lemon, Mr. B. T. Lemon, in
background; Mr. and Mrs. William Parker, Mrs. Thomas
Perkins, Mrs. Marietta Brinkley, Mrs. Susie Hightower,

Mrs. Corine Williams, Mrs. R. Q, Venson, Dr. R. Q. Venson, Nat I). Williams and William Toney. Officials announced that the Grand Parade will be integrated and will include Princess Merry Allen in the Royal Family. The Mayor and City and County Commissioners will participate.
Mrs. R. Q. Venson, coordinator of the Jubilee and up until
recently coordinator of the Community Action Program for
Memphis and Shelby County, will ride in one of the lead
convertibles.

OPEN TIL 9 P.M.DAILY

Micchell Morrow, Larry Yates,
Thomas Jordan, James Hughley, Ceci )lenkins. Fred Mabon
Williams. Ro b e r t
Alfonzo
Taylor, Ray*
Charas
Chism,
mond Gunn and James Web-

ber.
The clubs are brother-sister
organizations. The purpose o f
And Robert Garrett. Michael
the clubs will he explained by Harris, Melvin Page, Lavern ,
Miss LaJean Martin, and new
Pete, Kenneth
members introduced by club Garner, John
Morris, J r .
Robert
Stewart,
Morrow
Judy
Miss
presidents,
of the Shonvelles. and .Vance , and Wesley Curry.
Simelton of the Shons.
Other officers of the Shon-1
. Students to be inducted into
are Misses Eva Smith,
%Tiles
the Shonvelles are Dorothy BaiLaJean Martin.
president;
Nice
ley. Ann Banks, Norma Branch,
Jacqueline Buckley, Wanda secretary; Alma Allen, assist1 Campbell, DoRha Cotto, Mary ant secretary, Gloria Parker,
" esh a rf nib fwodwiy lp- Narfh
treasurer: Virginia T u r ner,
Cros, Rita Fields. Gwendolyn
Taylor,
Fugh, Bonnie Howell, Carolyn chaplain, and Shirley
Lewis and Jacqueline McMul- business manager.
len.
The Shon Social club officers
Also Lucy Patterson, Carolyn also include Harold Phelps, vice
Rhea, Brenda Rucker, Rita
James Fields. secreSmith, Beulah Taylor, Etrula president:
tary; Chares McEwen, treaTrotter and Lorene Warren.
surer: William Webber, chap
Young men to be inducted inand Labe Waddell, bust
lain,
to the Shun Social club are
Betty Moore is sponsor
Miss.
Hasleee,
Tnrner Lacey, Carl

You'll love
Silky Strate
and the gentle way
it treats your hair

WHERE YOU WILL FIND
LOW CASH SAVING
PRICES ON FINE
QUALITY FOODS AND
WHERE YOU WILL BE
SERVED WITH COURTESY
eopolc See S4o,6 aod Saud

CAKE MIX
k

Silky Strati. promisee your hair new and lasting
beauty as it gently straightens your hair. Couiplete
Home J3eaty KiL Hon everything you'll need for a
e Silky Striate in your own home.
professions
Silky Strate Shampoo, Straightener. Neutralizer.
Conditioner, and Hair Creme. And, easy-to-follow
foMen Women
directions, with photographs.
u ildren: Gentle Strength for Finer Textured
a
Hair. tegular Strength for Coarser Textured Hair.
rel Silky Strata products
For Dar-To-Da Hai
are now ayailah e itid iv id ually for good grooming.
Silky Simi,. Straightener, Shampoo, Conditioner and
Hair Crvine.
!s

F1

/11111

pull'II
*MEN
'NITRATE

%II KV
SIEIATE

II•11
SlIM
MOTE

Ire6 NW,

Halt
Shampoo S.onclitlersw
cTRAk;HTE
111111

HAMILTON PTA COMMITTEE — Members of the Hamilton High School PTA committee are seen here making
plans for the annual Tea and Fashion Show presented in
the school's gymnasium on Sunday; April 17. Seated from
left are Mrs. Helen H. Clark, Mrs. Irma Catron, Mrs. Helen

19 Ili.

41'01.89
U.S. Goverment
Grade "A" Inspected

2
9•

Whole

Fryers

fights dry scalp and dandruff

N. Waterford, general chairman; Mrs. Gloria M. Venson,
coordinator of fashions; Mrs. M. Hollimon and Mrs. Bernice Cox. Standing, from left, are Mrs. M. Bolden, Mrs.
W. W. Wilson, Harry T. Cash, principal of Ilamilton, and
Mrs. Pearl Bruce. (Photo by Coleman)

QUEEN
OT
BERGAM
9
May
On
TSU Players To Stage Comedy Here
HAIR & SCALP
CONDITIONER

The Tennesee State Players ty in the hit play, "Never Too,lempinan in the cast, i•nd has of the Otnega fraternity, as a
is one of the best and'a featuring role.
;pc:jai benefit for the area Guild will present a three - act Late-. It
most hilarious comedies of to- I ''Never Too Laic- is hcin^ vide promotion, "Sing 0 u I
Monday,
Memphis
comedy in
day's American stage. It had a
May 9, at -Melrose High School.
sponsored by the local chaptel outh"
run on Broadway. It has
long
The popular troupe, under the been made into a
director of well - known educator and playwright, Dr. Thomas,

k (MS I.:\ 11.1)T

II{

CREAMRY BUTTER
I,11.

69e

Contains Genuine Oil Of Bergamot. Enriched 1.anolin, Pure Imported Olive Oil And Other ingredients To Condition Scalp And Hair.

movie.

'Memphis by the Epsilon P h i
E. Poag, will show its versatiliChapter of the Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity. Inc., headed bY Daniel Ward. Basileus.
Reservations for tickets may
be made by calling 242-4311, or
by contacting any of the local'
members of the Omega chapThe Sunday School and Bap- 1 ter. Admission is $1.56.
tist Training Union of Bloom- 1 The manner in which the A
field Baptist church will pre- and I Player Guild present
sent a tenth annual Fellowship the comedy has received high
Tea on Sunday, May 8, from 1praise from outstanding drama 4 to 6 p.m., and the public is 'tic critics in Nashville. Tennesinvited,
see and elsewhere.
Whittier Sengstacke, Jr., son
V. L. Hardy is chairman of
publicity, and Rev. L. S. Biles of the general manager of the.
Tri-State Defender, is the lone
pastor of the church.

Fellowship Tea
At Bloomfield

All Good
Sliced

srmirRtcN

BACON
2 Lb. Pkg.

It

$145

SUN \I BROOK
(MA DE A LA R

EGGS

e
47 Do,

PRYOR OLDS
NEW CAR TRADE-INS

'65 F-85 $$$$ '61 Chet $895
Coon caves tull sew., 2-door sedan, nice clean
factory
l4,000 sae Orn• straight ;tick.
ear miles, must 1.• to *titmice

'63 Olds $1995 '61 Olds
4door sedan, full tsow
Pr and air

$995

'SI"poo'er

'63 1-85 $1595 '63 Chev. $1595
Cutlass coupe, white with
black trim A real nice car

impale, full power and factory air

'64 Ford $1595 '64 Olds $2095
Fairlane 500 door hardtop
215 V-I. straight stick, 24,000
miles

done sedan, full
Dynamic
power and air. low mileage.

'65 Buick $3095 '60 Olds
Wildcat 4-door hardtop. full
power and factory a,r. Still
smells new

'61 185 $895

4-door sedan radio and heater stick shift

'64 V.W. $1395
Deiggt,sedan. This car is lace
brows' Mew Pvt., and whc...
wall tires

$895

AC 4-door sedan. Power
steering and brake. Fully
equipped. Whitewall tires.

'61 Chev. $1095

Nomad 'title-in wagon 9.paa•
senger, full power, automapc.
VS, real sharp.

'62 Falcon $995 '60 Pont. $895
,Innr

heater

n Onf1111111C.

Booneeillei 4-door hardtop, Nil
and original inside and
art
sower

TM

ACTION

•

2525 SUMMER
?23-5556

253i SUMMER
4S2-6SOS

WIN IT

$1000 IN

CASH!

IT'S FUN!..IT'S FREE!. IT'S EASY!
• Simply pick up your FREE copy of the new AWARDS & PRIZES
game card at your A&P store. Pictured on your game card are 48
A&P products. With every A&P visit you receive 1 free concealed
set of 2 AWARDS & PRIZES game slips. Cut off the edges of each
strip to reveal the pictures of 2 A&P Brand Products. Locate these
products on your game card and you're on your way
to
becoming an AWARDS & PRIZES game winner.
THOUSANDS OF
When you fill a straight line of 7 products horiFREE ALP
zontally, vertically or diagonally on your game card
PRODUCT PRIZES
you win a cash prize up to $1000.00.
IN ADDITION
Take your winning slips to 'A&P. After they have
been verified, you will receive your prize from the
TO CASH PIIIES!
manager. It's as simple as that! NOTE: THE CENTER
BLOCK OF YOUR GAME CARD IS A FREE BLOCK TO
HELP YOU WIN.

WE HONOR GOVERNMENTROD STAMPS
THESE FINE ALP FOOD STORFS SERVING THE
MEMPHIS AREA AND JACKSON, TENN.

4770 POPLAR
423 N. CLEVELAND
2833 LAMAR
2437 POPLAR

3463 SUMMER
3561 PARK AVE.
2131 FRAYSER AVE
115 E. LAFAYETTE
Jackson, Tenn.

Prices Ellecthe Tit rti s it I u
'9
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By MARTIN KING, Jr.
These candidacies—represeat.
When there is the sharp
as they do potent profiles hi
lag
the
bullets,
crack of police
dogs, courage—did not just happen.
police
of
barking
harsh
human Years of patient and dedicated
blood flowing from
work by the Southern Leader.
Mouths and human heads —
Conference (Sl:LC), as
ship
television
of
glare
when the hot
other cooperating &gen.
rate
as
Sulicriptlion
well
press
spaniel
(7.yeer
international
$3.10.
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Howard U. Teachers Visit
Student. Dorms Informally
At well as advise them when sue), answer, he will refer the stuWASHINGTON, D. C.
within his realm of dents to faculty and staff memHoward University, where a advice is
bers who are. More often than
competence.
staff of some 40 professional Quite often the teacher is ac- not, however, the students reworkers make up the student companied by his wife, who also strict their quesitons to academic subjects. University policy
personnel division staff, a new contributes to the discussion.
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in a different light. The same The informal discussion condents.
might be said for the teachers, tinues until about 8:30 p.m.,
It is the Faculty Associate many of whom are visiting when the students must get back
Program, under which a select dormitories for the first time in to their studies and the protestor to his work. Increasiegly
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the purpose of consulting with by" the Baldwin Hall dining ends.
include Mostudents on any subJect of the room for dinner. They will be A home visit may
joined by a dozen or so coeds ser, further discussion, listenstudent's choice.
record
Now in its third month of who may begin the discussion by ing to the professor's
Ms
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family
perhaps
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paper
so
evening
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ate Program has proved
popular that plans already have even about when Professor and motion pictures he made while
stubeen made to continue it during Mrs. Doe first met, their court- abroad. On some occasions
dents have spent the entire
ship and marriage.
the 1966 67 school year.
Under the program, a profes- Following dinner, tie group weekend with the professor and
sor will visit with a group of 10 will retire to one of the small his family.
to 12 dormitory residents during parlors in the residence hall, Associates Dean of Students
one of the three daily meals, in where the discussion will con- Edna M. Calhoun has called the
Associate Program
Faculty
the evening, or on the weekend. tinue.
Ile is there to -nswer their gm- For questions which the pro- "one of the most meaningful"
Wes is. variety of subjects as fessors is not competent to at Howard.
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MODELS AT FASHION HOW — What the well-dressed teenager is wearing these days was displayed by these models at Hamilton High school
during the school's annual PTA and Fashion Show on Sunday, April 17. On
front,row, from left, are Joseph Tate, Wilma Ingram, Ruth Gammon, Willie
Mae Presley, John Raymond Cooper, Patricia Mayweather, Emma May

weather and Melvin Holmes. On top row, from left, are Miss Batley, Mar.
trice Hurrah, Charmean Caldwell Patricia Clark, Florene Carr, Gwendolyn
Williamson, Patricia Rowe and Wadie Hall. Participating in the show was
Mrs. Barbara Turney as narrator. Tots, teenagers and teachers were featured (R. A. Coleman Photo)

Mammoth Life Announces
A Trustee Pension Plan

The management of MAM- make .a contribution to the plan
MOTH LIFE AND ACCIDENT , funds. However, a participant
INSURANCE COMPANY b a 61 may be permitted to make coo- ,
officially announced a trusteed tributiOns in order to provide
pension plan for its employees. himself with additional benefits
As a fitting climax to the cele- upon retirement.
the company's 50th Adminietration of the plan
bration
anniversary, the effective date will be conducted by a commitof the pension plan was set as tee of five, two of whom will
be participants in the plan who
July 1, 1965.
Company.
Benefits of the plan include a are not officers of the
be held
monthly pension for life at the The plan's funds will
Louisville
time of an employee's normal Is trust by the
retirement date, provision f 0r Trust Company.
disability benefits in the event
of total or permanent disability,
,and an optional settlement to
include payments to a beneficiMore houseplants die from
ciary.
I Plan benefits have been at- overwatering than underwatertuarially computed so that they
One rule of green thumb
will he additional to benefits
is never water unless
to
follow
earned under Social Security.
No employee is required to the top soil is dry to the touch.
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REPORTING ON* VIET NAM — Charles
E. Field, Jr., Tennessee State University
graduate student, returned to the campus
last week after going to Viet Nam as a
U.S. State Department Refugee Relocation
representative. A native of Memphis, he
holds at TSU a degree in poultry linshandry, he served there previously from
March 1962 to October 1964 with the Inter•
national Voluntary Service OrganiAation

Strain Expected

and from October 1964 to April 1965 with
the U. 8. State Department as assistant
provincial representative in charge of all
American aid in Khanh Hoa province in
Central Viet N.am. Here he is seen going
over his Itinerary with Mrs. Marian Simpson, who is in charge of radio and television in the university s public relations
bureau.

Famous Brands & Famous People
at Louis Lettes

On Medicare

Suits &
Sport Coots

WASHINGTON —(UPI)— The
director of the new Medicare
program said that a temporary
strain on the nation's medical
facilities and manpower was
expected when the plan goes into effect July 1.
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Prices Geed Thru May 10, 1966 - W. Honer Government Peed Stamps
OPEN UNTIL 7 P.M. MON..THURS.—UNTIL 1 P.M. FRI. AND SAT.

ALL MEAT rULLY GUARAwiTEED

RAMON'S MEAT MARKET
Cleveland of Poplor (Crosstown Ares)

Phone 276.3615 or 272.2 11

CHECK OUR HOME FOOD SERVICE PLAN

NEW EASTERN LOCATION
ANNOUNCING...
The Opening of Our Second Used Car Showplace at
2577 Poplar—Phone 3274451
FEATURING
CHOICE PRE-OWNED
AND MANY OTHER MAKES
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World Report.
These include stepped up
federal grants to increase health
facilities and to train more
doctors and nurses, he said,
adding this warning: "We will
be on guard against abuse of

Cologne & After
Shave Lotions
Jade East
Aztec
Roger & Collet

Medicare.
"Committees of doctors in hospitals and nursing homes will
review cases to make sure that'
the facilities are being efficiently used and that Medicare is
only paying for people who need
institutional care.'
APSS is director of the Bureau
of Health Insurance iii the Social
Security Admlnistraticm and will
financed
federally
oversee
health services for 10 milli*
Persons. He predkted Medicare
would "strengthen the financial
resources Of hospitals and nursing homes."
These facilities will now be
paid for some serVIcIts they have
been providing patients over II
whg couldn't afford to pay. ac
cording to Hess.

FRANKPURTIRS

GROUND CHUCK
10 LB. LIMIT
65t
ROUND STEAK. Le. 75'
HAMBURGER
SIRLOIN STEAK t.s.15c

Sleeks

There are indications, Arthur
Hess said, that some perscme
over 65 have put off operation*
"the kind that can be safely
postponed'' — until after the
starting date.
"But we are taking steps that
we hope will alleviate the problem," Hess said in a copyrighted interview in U.S. News and

It's Always
A Picnic
when you have
KING
COTTON

RAMON'S

Ties
Beau BrummelI
Mr. John
Mrs. Owls Ler .

Hosiery
Esquire

30.0ey, 90•Dey,-

12 Ma. Chotg• Accounts Invited

PARK FREE IN REAR OF STORE
eSinas 1914
Ciatkitrt - Tailor,

228S. Main

A PICNIC TO SERVE
A PICNIC TO EAT
•
Made in the
U.S. GOVERMENT
INSPECTED KITCHENS
OF THE
NAT BURING PACKING CO.
ammiamormummomm.

MANY MORE TO CH0011 PROM

If You Are Going To Buy A Cadillac, You Are
Better Off To Shop At Southern Motors, Inc.
People Who Trade Here, Leave Choice
Pre-Owned Bus!

SOUTHERN MOTdORS
•
Memphis' ONLY Authorize

eadielaC DIALER FOR 47 YEARS'
Weems, MID CHILDS
fLOYD McKIENAN, Myr,
2177 POPLAR
( OPEN EVENINGS
12741110
31
341
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daughter and son inTexas after about six weeks visiting her
hillside home
law, Margaret and DR. FRED RIVERS at their
on South Parkway.
to pick
DR. MAYFIELD came here Saturday a week ago
from
hear
to
happy
especially
I
up his wife and Margaret was
rain
the
all
with
safely
arrived
they'd
them Sunday telling her
good
very
a
have
and floods going on in Txeas, but then they
driver who always brings them here.
birthday and
While here Mrs. Mayfield celebrated her
spent much
She
gifts.
bringing
in
several of her friends dropped
who
VANCE,
ALLISON
MISS
friends,
with
of her time here
HATTIE
MESDAMES
had in a few for bridge which included
ISA
BRAITHWAITE, MARIE ADAMS, ISABEL CRITTENDEN,
who
LEWIS,
LILLIA
CRITTENDEN,
BEL ROULHAC, EMMA
laws
erma
also visitalso entertained her and MISS MATIIE BELL She
ed with MRS. J. A. BEAUCHAMP.
"Great Spirit help us never to judge another until we have
Chicago City
•walked for two weeks in his moccasins". Sioux Indians
In town last week on spring break from the
BRADHELEN
were
teachers
up
it
at
grand style
their formal, "SIrld
The ZETAS did
School system where they are
WILMRS.
AND
MR.
parents,
PHONY IN WHITE'', which was held in Club Paradise. CAR'•
her
visiting
FORD, who was
sisBODYE, who was chairman of the dance, displayed he51
LIAM BRADFORD, her sister, MARIE and especially her
a
after
home
at
recuperating
were
cellos, harps, drums and the rest
artistic touch and there
ter, VELORA CLAY, who is
with
down
drove
who
CONYERS,
of the instruments which comprise a symphony orchestra, strahospital stint and EDWARD
friends
tegically placed here and there around the ballroom. And then
a friend, .DR. MELVIN MACLIN, who has many
there was a life-sized conductor in tails et al right in front of
, here since he s from these parts.
_the bands,and. The white decorations were edged in silver with
SANDRA ROSE TAYLOR, a student at Highland Park
ints of blue, the sorority's colors.
break
College in Highland Park, Michigan spent her spring
grand: Some of the ZETAS beautifully gowned in white as they
her
and
TAYLOR
ERNESTINE
with her mother, MRS.
'greeted their many guests were YVONNE HAWKINS, co-chair;
parents, MR. AND MRS. EDWARD B. PERRY at their home
-man of the ball; MAE DEE HOUSTON, PAULINE ALLEN,
on South Fourth. Also visiting with them was a friend of San:DOVIE BURNLEY, ERMA CLANTON, MILDRED HEARD,
dra's MELViN SMITH.
:O'NEAL HOLLEY, BERNADINE HOLMES, GRACE 'HOR. .....
CHIT CHAT:
NER, LORETTA KATEO, JULIA LANE, SADIE MOORE, ANKAYE ROBERTS, daughter of DR. AND MRS. SHIRLEY
;NIE NAYLOR, ROSETTA PETERSON, UTOKA QUARLES,
ROBERTS of Nashville played violin in the ALL-STATE BAND
;OLiVERA GEORGE, BERNICE CALLAWAY, MARIE WARD,
when they performed at the Auditorium. She's a high school
:MARIE STINSON, ANNIE FRAZIER,from Holly Springs, Miss.,
student in the LABORATORY SCHOOL AT PEABODY COL:and BERTHA FAYNE, from Brighton, Tenn.
LEGE. Her mother, MRS. MARIAN ROBERTS, and HARRIETT
Still other members of ZETA PHI BETA entertaining their
WALKER are good friends. Mrs. Roberts teaches Library
-guests at tables which were centered with musical instruments These nine young women will Misses Gracie Sangster, daugh. Jr.; Gloria Logan, daughter of are Edwhia Harrell, daughter
at Tennessee State University and Dr. Roberts teaches
Science
:in blue and white we're EARLINE SOMERVILLE, the Bisilmis be presented during the annual ter of Mr. and Mrs. 0. A. Mr. and Mrs. Spurley Logan;;of Mr. and Mrs. Edward liar.
daughter of reit; Sandra Blackwell, daugh- Psychology at Fisk University.
:with her husband, JAMES; MARGUERITE and C. H. COX, Debutante Ball sponsored by Sang st e r, Sr.; Gwendolyn Yvonne Cheatham,
Congrats to one of our HONORARY CO-ETTES ELICE
Richardson, daughter of Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cheatham,,I ter of Mrs. H. M. Blackwell,
:SUSAN and J. F. BRITTENUM, JULIETTE and Dr. ANTHONY Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity on
daughRichardson;
Gwendolyn
daughwho was named AIR FORCE ROTC Queen at TENJack
Lockett,
and
Mrs.
and
LaVerne
REESE,
Cheatham,
1
and
:JONES, the latter two couples from Holly Springs; ETHEL and Friday night, May 6, in Club Barbara Lewis, daughter of ter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl!ter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie NESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY. She's the niece of MRS. INEZ
:GEORGE ISABEL, ELLEN and W. D. CALLIAN, SR., MARY Paradise. Seated from left are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lewis, Graham. Standing from left'Cheatham. (Hooks Bros. Photo) HOYLE on Latham.
:and JOHN CHILDRESS, SARAH and WARREN DIXON, MAAnd congratulations are also due CORA REiD who suc'
:VIS and THOMAS DOGGETT, MILDRED and ONZIE HORNE,
Labelling Jewel an excellent hostess were JULIA ATKINS, and JACQUELINE CANADA, chaplain. The hostess is also cessfully coached SAMUEL BRANCH, to the first prize in the
:VELMA and B. T. McCHRISTON, LAURA and BOB ROBER- ADDIE JONES, ORPHELIA BYAS, JOHNETTA W. KELSO, business manager and MRS. CORA A. BELL is Advisor.
TEMPERANCE ORATORICAL CONTEST FOR YOUNG PEO•SON, and MANAE and SHEDRICK STANBACK.
MARIAN GIBSON, ALTHEA PRICE, EDDIE MAI RATATTY. LEWIS DONELSON, hosted the MEMPHIS AREA PLE at OAKWOOD COLLEGE in Ifuntsville, Alabama last
Some of the guests were FLORIDA and WILMER STOCK- CLIFFE, ROBERTA RATCLIFFE, MARGARET RIVERS and CHAPTER MEHARRY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION two Sunday Sunday a week ago. Samuel is a student at Mitchell Road
•
.
1TON, JEWEL HULBERT. PEARL and LEROY BRUCE, TAY- HARRIETT WALKER.
evenings ago with a cocktail buffet at the RIVERMONT.
High School.
.LOR HAYES, RUBY and JOE PURDY—he left Sunday for
Cora and her husband MeCANN, who is our editor, and
CELESTE PORTER entertained t:
FOUR SUITERS
WILLIAM FORT who is assistant to the director in the
New York on a month's business trip for Pepsi Cola—ERMON
pretty little KIM drove down for a meeting sponsored
their
BRIDGE CLUB at Mrs. Canis and gave such exciting prizes office of development at Meharry was here to seek continued
MORRIS, CHESTER RILEY, of Chicago; PERCY NORISSE, as an
electric toaster, a gorgeous jewelry case, and a city help and cooperation in furthering the expanding program and by the South Central Conference of Seventh Day Adventists.
JACKIE and WILLIAM ROSS, MARY and ANDREW CONNER,
Also going down to the contest which coincided with a Youth
travel kit. We learned that this is a departmentalized cosmetic facilities of Meharry Medical College.
VELMA LOIS JONES with PAUL JONES, VIOLA and HER. kit.
at the college was GENE WEIR who is a
Physicians attending the meeting were DR. JAMES S. Federation meeting
AN O'NEAL, LAVERNE and LUKE WEATHERS, MODEANE
Sw7f.a•m
MANASSAS.
at
student
High scorers taking home these awards were THELMA BYAS, president of the group who left the next day for Philaart' HARRY THOMPSON, the WATERSES from Rust college;
GRIDER was guest of honor
GEORGE
CONGRESSMAN
delphia to participate in a thirty-hour course in vascular disPRESIDENT and MRS. E. E. RANKINS, from M. I. college; HARRIS, GERTRUDE WALKER, and BERTHA JOHNSON.
CHURCH recently. MESEnjoying the game were EMMA THOM JOHNSON, HELEN eases sponsored by the Ilahnemann Medical College; DRS. at a breakfast at TRINITY CME
HELEN and LONGINO COOKE, JOYCE and LLOYD WEDMARIE WARDLOW were coand
BROOKS
EFFIE
DAMES'
DINGTON, BARBARA and LEON ICNOWLES, EMMA JEAN SHELBY, CELIA CHAPMAN, BENNIE WILLIAMS, CHAR- CLARA BRAWNER, LELAND ATKINS, A. F. SAVILLE and chairmen. MRS. KATIE BURCHETT was program chairman.
and CARL STOTTS, HELEN and CLEVELAND WILLIAMS LENE McGRAW, JEWEL BETHEL. from Covington; ALMA ODIS STRONG.
the church.
Dentist present in the posh surroundings of the hotel which Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel is pastor of
HOLT, LOIS HARGRAVES and GLORIA HOWARD.
. and PEGGY COX with HARPER BREWER.
ROBINSON, with whom Dr. and Mrs.
GENE
writer,
TSD
overlooks the river and gives you a splendid view of the city's
TINY CHAMBLISS was her cousin's guest.
WITH THE CLUBS: Trying to meet the deadline we inadhere, was a member of the Guild when
extending skyline were DRS. B. B. MARTIN, A. BYRON CAR- Poag will stop while
CaM's
Mrs.
LOUISE
also
PHYL.
was
WHITTAKER
entertaining at
vertently forgot to mention the guests who attended the
State.
at
was
he
a
.LiS WHEATLEY club meeting when MRS. MARIE ADAMS en- on the same night. She was hosting the SUTZ-US BRIDGE. TER, J. G. HAWKINS, BOOKER T. HODGES, JOHN JORDAN, FREDERICK A. RIVERS and C. J. BATES.
, tertained them. These ladies were MESDAMES MAUDE CLUB.
MRS. HALE BOGGS, wife of the Democratic RepresentaHARRIETT WALKER won first prize which was a lunch:BRIGHT, CATHERINE JOHNSON, LADY MILLS, JENNIE
tive
from Louisiana was honored by the City Beautiful Coma
set
towel
second,
eon
captured
set,
CATHEILNE
JOHNSON
ALTexas;
Worth,
Ft.
TARPLEY, BESSIE MAYFIELD, from
at the Claridge.
.MA BOOTH, JULIA ATKINS, MARGARET RIVERS and . and ALTHEA PRICE came in third with i a pretty set of dish mission
of the ladies who came to greet and lunch with the
Some
towels.
JOHNNIE WATKINS.
IT'S EASY WITH SLENDER-X by P.D.A.
personality who is one of the nine members. of MRS.
vivacious
BLAND,
present
members
were
BETTY
IDA
Other
OLIVE,
the
at
met
:
The ELITE LITERARY AND SOCIAL CLUB
This amazing slenderizIng 'formula, available with Si re*
W.
are
ROBERT
Mesdames
CABINET"
"KITCHEN
LBJ'S
soription, can help you become the slim and trim person
"V with the President, MRS. EMOGENE WILSON, presiding. RACHEL CARTER, HELEN HAYES and LESSYE SUGARyou want to be' Simply tabs a small Slender-X tablet
SHAFER, -Chairman of the City Beautiful Commissioh;
; Hostess for this very lovely meeting were two sisters-in-la, MON.
before each meal. Slender-X goes to work immediately to
DAVIS,
put an end to your excessive food craving. As Slender-X
H.
H.
COMPTON,
CAPPS,
GUY
PAUL
R.
GEORGE
GIBSON,
were
MARIAN
for
Filling
in
absent
members
Mesdames J. A. and T. J. BEAUCHAMP.
helps you stop your eatra food intake, it starts you on the
J. W. GILPIN, CALway to a more attractive you ... And, it does it without
Other ladies attending were Mesdames LILLIAN W. JONES,' BERNARDINE HOLMES, ADDIE JONES and INEZ WOODS. BROWN ELLIS, WILLIAM T. FORT,
giving you that "keyed up," nervous feeling you get Pith
And Saturday was LOUISE WARD'S time to fete the DE- VERTA ISHMAEL, JOYCE JEFFERIES, T. C. MATHEWS, A.
ether tablets.
WATKINS, VIOLA
J. C. MICKLE, N. M. WATSON, T.
BRiDGE club and they met with her at her pretty J. PERA, W. S. PHILLIPS, LEO SMITH, LLOYD STERN, C.
VOUE
HAYSBERT, and M J. OWENS.
IT REALLY WORKS!
L. TAYLOR, EDWARD A. TYLER, G. M. WESTERFIELD,
MRS GEORGE WEST, who is the reporter is recuperating Castalia home.
How many pounds do you want to lose ... 10, 30. eves
45 pounds . . , or more? You can do it with Slender-X
Her prize winners were ELIZABETH SIMON, who carted H. W. WHITE, C. B. METZ and MARION G. MITCHELL.
with a broken arm, but is still on the job, telling of their actiop
ossyt I ike people are
just
try,, AYnd
lose dolccoevoet r Theo soot I over
pounds,thecountry,
REPRESENwere
attentively
STATE
listening
others
Still
a
has
who
GILLIAM,
nothing to
and
a
unsightly
away
tote
LEOLA
bag
umbrella;
vities. Mrs. West, went out Sunday to her church Centenary—
If
you
aren't
Completely
satisfied,
money
you'll
your
get
new casual bag, and SALLIE BARTHOLOMEW won a French TATIVE JOAN STRONG, MESDAMES OSCAR EDMONDS,
back. So get on the road to a better-looking you this week!
her first venture out since her accident.
GET IT TODAY AT YOUR DRUG COUNTER
CLAUDE ARMOUR, LEO BURSON, MORRIS ZANGWILL,
JEWEL HULBERT rolled out the red carpet for the LINKS coin purse.
JOHN
sister-in-law,
her
and
GRIDER
GEORGE
E.
J.
WICKS,
EDITH
were
home
the
of
pleasant
confines
Enjoying the
night at her pretty home on South Lauderdale and literally rollWHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE, SUNSHINE SYNDER,
ing out the "red carpet" is exactly what she did. She has re-, THORNTON. ALLEGRA TURNER, TIC HANCOCK, OR- GRIDER,
JOE HARRIS, HENRY SUTTON, PETE
BASS,
ROSS
,cently had some re-decorating done to her home and you im- PHELIA BYAS and ESTALYN ROSS.
and JESSE TURNER.
DAVIS
C.
C.
SISSON,
ALMA
WALTERINE OUTLAW, MAYDELLA REEVES,
inediately admire the bright red carpet which is perfect with
Or Just Mail This Coupon
enthusiasm lasts, so long is youth still with us",
as
long
"So
filling
To:
were
daughter
Louise's
PHILLIPS,
ELENE
and
BOOTH
the white walls and white draperies.
7
said David Starr Jordan. This must be the axiom that serves
The business session presided over by the presy, LIL in for absent members.
as one of the guidelines in the life of MRS. KATIE TIPTON,
deshe
and
It was WILHELMEIN LOCKARD'S birthday
,
85
• CAMPBELL was centered around the Links Area Meeting
4s.5811f
I uant In start foliar :crier
PATS.
who has. just celebrated her eighty-sixth birthday.
•
the
club,
bridge
her
entertaining
by
it
celebrate
to
cided
which was in Little Rock with several of the Memphis Links
tlatr u
all
tablets
tablets
2I-Day Supply of Slende?•X
MRS. ELLA BELL RAINES honored Mrs. Tipton with a
gives you gives yell
Beautiful handbags and exotic perfumes went to these holders
-attending.
Joe jutt 52.98 . . or a 42a 21-Day
a 42-Day
is
who
the
Mrs.
Tipton
Leath.
on
her
at
home
party
dinner
MILLER.
Day Sapply for
$4.98
After the business they indulged in cocktails and listened of lucky hands, EURALIA FLETCHER and THELMA
•
Check here: Mail me a (21) c] or Supply.ly
S
day supply.
Other Pats members partaking of WILHELMEIN's hospi- very active President of the Memphis District Missionary So'ID soft music while awaiting Jewel's famous Shrimp Creole.
NAME
AND MRS.
MR.
was
by
congratulated
Church
CME
the
of
ciety
LEE,
JEAN
were
HAZEL
home
room
her
of
family
the
in
tality
ADDRESS
ALMA BOOTH had created the salad, and Jewel even made
.....
! FRANK SYLVERS, parents of the hostess; REV. DEWITT
. STATE-'ler own delicious shells for strawberries, and mounds of whipped EVANS and EZELLE PARKS.
0 Charge 0 C.O.D. 0 Payment Enclosed
Guests vying for pretty gifts were MILDRED HEARD,'ALCORN, Presiding Elder; REV. and MRS. P. GONYA HEN:cream.
LAURA ROBERSON, and ROSA ROBINSON with EMMA TREL, he's her pastor; MISS JIM ELLA COTTON, MRS.
THOM JOHNSON and MARY LEWiS being the lucky winners. ELIZABETH COX, MRS. OZELLE JOHNSON, President of the
And with the teen-age set, the EL-ARCHETTES tossed South Memphis District Missionary Society and LEONARD
pillows and talked half the night when they gave a slumber NIURRELL.
1014 Mississippi At Walker
VISITORS IN OUR MIDST: MRS. U. L. MAYFIELD, MARparty at the home of MR. and MRS. T. 0. BELL on Ford Road.
Memphis, Tennessee 38126
The slumber party followed the initiation of three new mem- GARET RIVERS' mother has returned home to Ft. Worth,
bers YVETTE BELL, MARY SMITH and PATRICIA WRIGHT.
After the initiation games were played and the members
did the latest dances to the latest records and devoured the
delicious foods prepared by the hostess, SANDRA BELL.
Other members of this teen-age group are CAROL EARLS,
president, BARBARA WORTHAM, vice-president; PEARL
BROOKS, secretary; SHIRLEY WRIGHT, treasurer; 'YVONNE
MIDDLEBROOK, reporter; CAROL OWENS, sergeant at arms;
NIB MI NI MIN MIN MB
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YOU CAN START LOSING
WEIGHT THIS WEEK!

SLENDER-Xt p.BDY.A.
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OLD
CHARTER

BANK TELLER TRAINEES

Kentucky's Finest Bourbon

CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
years
old .)

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED
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AKAs Plan For Kids Barbers Club Pays $100
Oa tl& Life:Mitalbership
5
June
Fashion Show
.4WW•ww.

The Beta Epsilon 0 m e $ a ditorium has been selected fot
chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha the presentation.
sorority has completed plans
for its project, "The Magic Committee chairmen and as
World of Fashions," a piayilt sistants are Elm& Mai•dis and
which will feature fashions in Juanita Chambers, projec t;
fantasy with models five Mertis Ewell and Gerald i n e
through 12 years of age, and a James, contest; Hattie Smith
nursery contest for childien chairman of fashions, with Shirfrom birth through four years ley Watkins, Marie Harris and
of age. Prises are to be an- Ann Benson as co-chair m e n ;
Catherine Johnson and Marganounced later.
ret Strong, Orogram.
The meeting of the chairmen
of various committees w a a Others are Evelyn. Roberts
held recently at the home of and Lucy Suttles, tickets; GloMrs. Allie Mae Roberts of 2024 riC Ward and Wilhemina Carter,- souvenir book; Laverne
S. Parkway east
Weathers, hospitality; and EdMany of the fashions to be na Swingler and Verna Allen,
seen during the program on publicity.
June 5, at 4 p.m. will be furnished by Helen Lee of New Mis Velma Lois Jones is ba
York: Melrose High school au- sileus of the chapter.

Lois Jones, basileus; Elma Mardis, Verna Allen, Mortis
Ewell, Hattie Smith and Wilbeimina Carter. Sorors on back
row, same order, are Ann Benson, Evelyn Roberts, Lucy
Suttles, Edna Swingler and Juanita Chambers. (Withers
Photo)

PLANNING AKA BENEFIT — Members of the Beta Epsilon Omega chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority are seen
here making final arrangements for its project, "The
Magic World of Fashions," to be staged in the Melrose
High school auditorium on Sunday, June 5, at 4. Seated from
left are Sorors Wilma Sueing, Catherine Johnson, Velma

Club To Fete
Mothers At
Alcy Acres

The Barbers .Charity club held ments to residents of the Old
home,
its annual b1,444it tea at the Folks
officers of the club aye
CharThe
,
home of Mt and Mrs.
Morris, presideit,
Alma
Mrs.
at.
Alaska
les Morris at 981
•
Mrs. B. Porter, Mrs. J. Lew,
Narrator for the fashions J. T. Holman, C. D. Tucker.
scenes was. Mrs Barbara Tur- Mrs. R. Jamerson, H. Johnson
new of Radio Station WDIA. and Mrs, Gordy Williams.
Hats were furnished ,ourtesy
of Katie's 'Millinery shop, and
dances were preSented by the
Douglass High school Go-G9
girls and Lester Phillips dance
studio.
The last of LeMoyne's EngThe tea was held for the belish lectures for the current
of
project
club's
nefit of the
school year will be given this
paying for a life membership
morning, May 6, by Dr.
Friday
in the NAACP, and a check
Williamson
Juanita
Dr.
to
presented
for $100 was
a professor of
Williamson,
Dr.
John E. Jordan.
In the past, the club has giv- English at the college, will
en baskets of food to the nbedy speak on "You and Your
at Christmas and Thanksgiving, Speech" at 10:30 in the lecture
and presented sleeping gar. hall.

Fashions For Every
Age Modeled At Tea
"Swing Into Spring" was thei Outstanding also was the mu•
theme chosen by the Parents sic rendered by the Hamilton
awl- Teachers Association a t High School chorus, whose memHamilton High School when they bers had just returned from a
presented their annual Tea and tour of Washington, D.C. duriFashion Show on Sunday, April ing the Easter weekend. Director is Mrs. Johnnie M. Winston.
17 at Hamilton Gymnasium.

Fashions featuring "T o t s , Other chairmen of commitA Mother - Daughter banquet
and Teachers",.highlight- tees included Mrs. lichen N. WaTeens
sponsored by the LaJuanese Social in conjunction with ed the occasion. Guest model terford, general chairman, Mrs.
a fashion show will be present- was Mrs. Julie Eiland whose Geneva Mayweather, refresh •
ed at the Alcy Acres Country exotic spring fashions intrigued ments; Mrs. Ernestine Martin,
club on Sunday, May 8, from the audience. Mrs. Barbara Tur• decorations; Mrs. Johnnie M.
Winston, program; Mrs. Mary
3 to 6 p.m.
ney. outstanding personality of E. Hollimon, hosts; Mrs. C.
fashion
Guest narrator for the
radio station WDIA was the ca- Harmon, Finance, Miss I r ni a
show will be Mrs. Rose Brown,
pable narrator. Coordinator of Freeman, registration; M r s .
a home economics teacher at fashions was Mrs. Gloria M. Emogene W. Wilson, publicity.
Douglass High school.
Venson, instructor of physical
President of Hamilton High
Mrs. Helen Kelly is president education.
PTA is Mrs. Dorothy A. Simof the club. Other members are
Miss Cheryl Scott Mrs. Gloria Cash prizes were awarded to mons. Vice-president, Joseph
Jones, Mrs. Morylan Ro g e r s, classes that exhibited the great- Wilson; Secretary, Mrs. MarjoMiss Margaret Brown, Mrs. Ma- est participation in the fund rie Goodman; Assistant secrery Brownlee. Mrs. Mona Bal- drive. Receiving the awards for tary. Mrs. Mary Braswell, and
lard, Mrs. Lois Hill, Mrs. Do- their classes were Mrs. Ernes- Treasurer, Mrs. Betty C. Snowrothy Ballad and Mrs. Joan tine Martin, Mrs. Katie Bur- den. Prof. Harry T. Cash is
principal.
chett, and George Warren.
Briggs.

'You, Your Speech'
Subject Of Lecture

KRESS
GIFT VALUES
I

-

Big Savings! Big Selection!

Fashionable

Swiss Watches
•••

• v•

ite

_Thirlane 500)
G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS SALE!

77
.Vt*
;.l.it•die
Ape :

nate; Etrula Trotter, "Miss Jubilect" of
Lester High, and Regina Winfrey, second
alternate, Mt. Pisgah High. On back row
are Misses Alice Alexander, Hamilton High
school, and Ernestine Brasele, Woodstock
High school. Not shown, but a leading
member of the Jubilee family is Miss Clara
Ann Pepper of Carver High school.

JUBILEE BEAUTIES — These five young
women are among the beauties who will
dominate the "Miss Jubilect" float in the
Grand Jubilee Parade on Friday night,
May 15, and which will begin at Main and
Exchange streets and continue to Main and
Beale, and then east on Beale to Wellington. On front row, from left, are Misses
ois Barbee. Washington High; first alter-

Fully Guaranteed
See the very latest pendant styles and wrist watches, then
pick the one that suits her best. All quality Swiss movements made to sell at much higher prices. All are guaranteed for 1 full year. There's even a service policy in
every gift box. Select one for your June graduate, too.
Enjoy Better Quality Sound! f Sporty & Comfortable! IN
AMERICAN MioAdDigEer

Hamilton PTA
Spring Tea
T h e Hamilton Elementary
School PTA presented its annual Spring Tea on Sunday, April
17, and the theme was "Spring
Time is Tea Time."
The highlight of the affair
held in the cafetorium was the
crowning of little Miss Ann Newsome as the 1966-67 queen.
She is a third grade student
and a pupil of Mrs. W. L. P.
Branch. Her mother is Mrs.
Lucy Wilson of 1448 Ethlyn.
Princes - in - waiting were
Charlotte Hall a n d Cynthia
Lark.
Other features were the modeling of hats, sportswear,
streetwear and evening clothes
by leading citiens and patrons
of the community.
Mrs. Gloria Jean Jones i s
PTA president, Mrs. A. H.
Roberts principal of the school,
and Mrs. W. L. P. Branch
chairman of the Tea.

• NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Cosh Yom

500.00.
11,000.00
$1,500.00
$2.000.00.....
$2,500.00
55,000.00

Anoioa.
Mo.

Paym•nts
$ 12.50
$ 23.70
3430
45.50
56.20
$110.12

Is Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 NRS. A DAY
"It's letter to
Sorrow At a leak"

„

"GRAND OPENING"
-Take az;tte,4444eAmart,,,,Q,

At A Special Low Price
For Fairlane's Sale of the Year

SPECIAL BONUS OFFER'
$2095

Grand Opening Spectacular

ONLY ....

VALUE

Record
"Library

24

10-Transistor

Misses and Women's

Poc.ket Radio

Play Sneakers
1
$"

A deluxe quality radio in
sound and performance.
Powerful 10 transistors
pick-up a clear, strong signal ... even in fringe areas..
Earphone for private listening. 9 V battery. Carry
strap.

15"
/1

,
,
/
item

$699

m VALUE
Roll-About
Cart

40"
VALUE*

7
411

^s.

Lightweight, long wearing,
non-skid poly-vinyl soles!
Cushion insoles! Sturdy
sailcloth uppers in white,
blue or black. Sizes 12% to
3 and 5 to 10.

only

0Dusters
Lounge in Flattery!

$8

The CALYPSO • Model NPS40
Solid -State. Plays all record
sizes. Vinyl covered cabinet
in two-tone Gray color or twotone Beige color.
•aseiriertarit • wonsted Head wee

I

ONLY

ore shifting, the 4-apeed
If you west ID do a
for you. Tairialses optimal 44psed mewed mammasNoe (available with V•1110 Is filly eggiebeamised with

Si 49

gmr. Met het tam(
Nem imadmi suilaria
Erma lissailisi atm lisoroossid art/ever hos peel.

Per Wk.

live nweree•grar lockout.

with purchase
of this
ALL. NEW
10011

4ENIT"
transistorized
PLAY
STEREO
PORTABLE
INSTANT
,••••••

NEW ZENITH T. V. PRICES
START AT. . . .
USED T. V.'s

59000

New In Carton

$3500

CHECK OUR NEW & USED FURNITURE
SPECIALS

MORGAN FURNITURE
& T.V. SALES
240 I. McLentere

Ph. 942-0046

§perial with the Pentane GTA I. new Sport: Shift
Cruise-)-14.6c Drive. which parade; both manual

mad automatic Mining. For manual gear changing, move
*eh le., hock to Low (1) and upshift through 2nd
(21 and into High or Drive (D). For folly automatic
shining, simply move brew to Drive and go!

PAIRLANES.

PAIRLANIS

$177

PAIRLANIS

Finance Nan io Fit Everyone's Pocket

$cQ00
4/

Look lovely at the breakfast table in these fresh
floral prints or striped
dusters. 100% cotton for
coolness and easy care.
Choice of button front
or slipover styling with
handy pockets. Sizes S,
M,L, XL

$5900 PER MONTH

DOWN

A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So . .
Come out to Herff on Summer today — It will only
take a minute to make your dial!
BETTER BUY AT

HERFF FORD
.
0_1UPAMER AVE.
211
16.

458-11514

••

[KRESS)

a.

•••••,*,••

VARIETY FAIR
*ETTER QUALITY COST LESS AT KRESS
-'OPEN MON. & THInts..4it 4:00 P.M.
NO.

MAIN STREET

•

•01••••?••••,11,••••
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By BILL UTTLEIMME=MORni
4RAUSTARK,

- - By Alan Mayer

DERBY

FA-expected wagering on the big
race, at the culmination of the
first of the races for racing's
kar6Roove.
gag
,
-Before last week's Blue Grass
triple crown (the Kentucky DerV*/,49r 32
fakes loss to A.be's Hope, the
by is followed by the Ilreak0/41R5 /15 A
4/
Sentucky Derby roses were nes and the Belmont Stakes)
Roair/E
oar
sii but guaranteed to unbeaten there will
be enough losing tick54/R,Peo 70
Caraustark. Ridden by the ca- ets
to start a ticker tape
LA57"
llable Willie Shoemaker, Abe's parade.
58.4504'11/4aciReP
e showed that the run for
kY5 GAMES
roses this Saturday afterNBA MARATHON ENDS
rye ,47,for
dbon could produce a surprise After six months and 13 days
OF 77//5
Varier. Despite Graustark's the long National Basketball As.
c,4/eP4/64!
first setback in eight outings, sociation season came to an exthe heavy betting figures t o citing close last week when the
ride with Braulio Baeza who proud Boston Celtics squeezed
will be aboard the Darby Dan past the Los Angeles Lakers
95-93 in the seventh and final
Earm entry.
game of the championship play4 revitalized spark was creat- offs. The Boston Garden
capaed in the 15 expected challeng- city throng of 13,909
cheered
eirs who are expected to start wildly as the Celtics rapped
up
it Louisville's famed Churchill their eighth consecutive
NBA
tiowns when Graustark develop- crown. The
victory, 1,037 forl
ed a bruised left foreleg and Coach Red Auerbach,
was a GIFTS
FOR PATIENTS — Two television sets were dowas subsequently beaten in the sweet swan song for
here with a patient in the William Bowld hospital are
the fiery
Blue Grass Stakes on a late Boston mentor who
nated by the Sickle Cell Anemia Fund, a community orMrs. Maurice Tate R.N., and Dr. Luis Rarreras. The pawill asstretch drive by Abe's Hope. sume the role of
Durtributissi by KIN; FsatIorea thendeoca
tient is Beverly Jean Watkins.
general mana- ganization for patients with Sickle Cell Anemia at the Uni;
Shoemaker edged his mount ov- ger on a fulltime
versity of Tennessee Clinical Research Center, and seen
basis. With
er the finish line by a nose. Red's retirement
from coachVie injury announcement came ing Bill
Russell will take over
a. day before the prepping race the reins of
Gogolak Free Agent
the Cetics.
far the Derby.
BUFFALO, N. Y. — (UPI) —
The cards were stacked in
:Now observers are undecided favor of the Celtics
in
the
deBuffalo Bills place-kicking
The
on whether Graustark is fit for ciding game
•
despite the heroic
star,
Pete Gogolak, now a free
the Derby distance not know- rally by the Lakers
in t he
*the extent of the colt's hoof fifth and sixth
agent
because he refused to sign
games to square
condition. This was a reverse the series at three
were cancelled at the last nity suits.
a contract binding him to the
games each.
of the opinions shared by many No team down in the final
minute.
serIn 1964 Charles went severs Bills for the 1966 season, can
oply seven days ago when the ies 3-1 had ever
won a title.
renrounds
waned.
popularity
with the Internal Re- sign with any team he wants.
His
never
general feeling was that the Boston had won four
singerTharl
BOSTON
Blind
blues
es would have to submit Charles, but instructed him to
—
champion-.
Winter season two - year old ships in series
Whoopee"
After the tumult Gogolak became a free agent
"Makin
venue
Service.
was
of
dition
octobec
t
o
court
in
to
return
Charles
medical
Ray
got
a
a
clean
to
of
bill
examination in
decided by the,
champion would have trouble seventh game,
jokingly referred to as a way, had calmed down, it was learn- May 1 after playing out his opand three were health Monday when medical Boston as directed by the court. a follow up examination,
finding a first class foe in the against these
same Lakers. officials testified in U.S. district
of life for the star, who was hit ed that the back taxes were tion last season.
Elerby. Graustark is still the Playing the rubber
game on the court that the entertainer has Sweeney ordered Charles to The positive outcome of the twice within two years by pater- owed by someone else connected
odds on favorite but will have Boston hardwood
undergo the health check-up last examination quashed the sus-,
wasn't any kicked the narcotic habit.
with his touring show.
His choices in pro football into shake off whatever ill ef- consolation to the
Monday. As a result of that ex- picions
bitter L o s
signing with the Bills,
clude
many
sell0
of
belleVedl
fects that may have been caus- Angeles quintet.
A Chicago disc jockey once
The famed jazz artist pleaded amination which lasted for two
ed by the inflamed leg. If the
signing
with another American
unable
Charles
was
to
although
that
did
he
said
not
'guilty Nov. 22, 1965 to a charge'days at McLean Hospital in
fivorite falters Shoemaker and The winners' share from lot possession of heroin
condone the use of narcotics, he Football League team, signing
tic habit. The ra•PY-I
and Boston, the medical authorities his narcotic
Ape's Hope looms as the big- the championship showdown.marijuana.
could "see Ray's point of view." with a National Football League
reported they found no evidence throated
singer
had
bees!
gest threat.
was $4,143 per man. More than
team or moving to another
that
Charles
plagued
has
using
habitf
with
the
been
dope
Charles was born blind. An100,000 fans watched the seven Judge George C. Sweeney, at
league.
drugs
:Stupendous is my darkhorse games in Los
years
for
other entertainer pointed out
Angeles
Bos- that time, continued his case
cboice and,the Wheatley Stable ton and were treated and
I
that Chitties evidently had had As for the Bills' plans, "It's
to some for one year, stipulating that Sweeney then released
Although
the
popular
blues
nag would- bring rich rewards sensational basketball
one
"unfriendly strictly up to Gogolak," accordmore
or
as only —
artist's
recordings
—
continued
to
to its takers. The name of the pros can play
friends"
who
helped
him keep ing to Ralph C. Wilson, Bills
it. The Celmake the best selling lists, his
the colt Is impressive but the tics were stripped
up his habit.
of reserves
owner.
health
keeping
reportedly
was
10-1 odds is more indicative of Ron Bonham
HOUSTON — (UPI) A World
and John Thomplucrative
him from filling
club Boxing Association
the quality of horse you have son in the recent
(WBA) sancdraft to stock
invested a few bucks. One thing the recently
Fans of the singer-musician tioned heavyweight championfranchised Chicago
is for sure, with the record Bulls.
continued to buy, and Charles' ship fight between Ernie Terengagements, some of which
rell, WBA champion, and No.
2 challmiger Doug Jones will be
staged June 29 in the Sam
Houston Coliseum.
APPLIANCE

VD,RITE

r

a Charles Kicked Dope Habit• MDs
s
econd Narcotics Test Set For October

throw Set
et Date For
T

erre!I-1ones
Title Fight

Jackie Named GM
Of Pro Grid Team

Prep League Results

Rain has idled some Prep Houston boxing promoter Earl
!League baseball teams for near- Gilliam said the Coliseum will
seat some 12,000 for the 15ly two weeks.
round fight. Gilliam, wko had
League teams were able to negotiated to get the fight held
get in only one playing day In Houston's domed stadium,
last week. Carver overcame an said the expected capacity
early Mitchell Road lead to crowd would bring in a gate of
down the Tigers 6-3 to remain $226,000.
unbeaten after six games. Father Bertrand and Hamiton, los- Terrell has been guaranteed
ers of one game each, are the $100,000 for the fight.
Cobras' closest pursuers i n
Division I. Douglass, leader Terrell is recognized by the
in Division II until Manassas WBA as champion of the world.
handed the Red Devils a 10-9 He won the title after the orupset, bounced back with an ganization withdrew its recogeasy 14-7 triumph over Wood- nition of Cassius Clay.
tock last week to hike their
record to 6-1. Manassas upended Barrets Chapel 8-4 to record its sixth win against one
loss. The Tigers haven't dropped a contest since Melrose
shut them out in the opening
game of the season.

NEW YORK — (UPI)—Jackie New York Mets
of the National
Robinson, a member of base- League in baseball.
bill's Hall of Fame and the
first Negro in the Major Lea- Robinson, by virtue of his appointment, attained one of the
vies, Monday was named genhighest sports positions ever
eral manager of the new Brookreached by a Negro. Last week
lyn Dodgers of the Continental
Bill Russell was named coach
Football League and immediof the Boston Celtics pro basately starting talking about a
ketball team.
new stadium.
The Dodgers will play in the
Robinson, who retired from
Continental League's Eastern
baseball in 1957 after starring
Division with Philadelphia, ,1
with the old Brooklyn Dodgers,
Hartford, Norfolk and Toronto.
said he hoped a stadium could
The Western Division is made
bii built in Brooklyn that would
up of Montreal, Richmond,
bd suitable for a possible return
also to major league baseball. Wheeling, Orlando and Charleston.
The baseball Dodgers moved
to Los Angeles in 1958.

Nippon No-Hitter

The football Dodgers, 10th
member of the one-year-old TOKYO — (UPI) — Right.
league, are trying to line up bander Yoshiro Sasaki Sunday
Shea Stadium as a site for four night became the eighth player
in Japanese professional baseet their seven home games next
season. Shea currently houses ball to hurl a perfect game as
he gave the Taiyo Whales a 1-0
the New York Jets of the Amershutout
victory over the Hiroican Football League and the
shima Carps.

Whites Chapel
TALENT SHOW
:This week has been the pleaEire for parents, patrons and
friends to see the magnificent
talent show presented by our
fihe boys and girls. The show
his been very successful, and
we feel proud of the way the
cist has performed.
ADDED PERSONNEL
'Miss Verdell Caldwell of 3686
Boxtown Road and a former
student of White's Chapel School
has been employed as a Teaches Aid. We welcome Miss
Caldwell to White's Chapel.

and making plans for election
of officers at the final meeting
for this school term, which will
be held on May 11, 1966.
TEACHER OF WEEK
The teacher of the week honor
has been given to Mrs. Elizabeth Watson of 1953 Netherwood
street.
Mrs. Watson is 7-1A horn eroom teacher and teacher o f seventh and eighth grade reading, English and arithmetic.
Hats off to Mrs. Watson.

STUDENTS OF WEEK
The students of the week honVisitors OF WEEK
or has been given to all band
-Recent visitors have been: members
and the cast of the
Rev. P. L. Rowe, Neighborhood White's
Chapel Talent Show.
Youth Corps; Calvin Ezell Sr.,
brother - in • law fo the principal; Misses Annie and Teloise
Business Opportunity
Eta and Calvin Ezell Jr.,
neice and nephew of our princi- INTERIOR DECORATOR with
pal; Jim Price. of Manassas wide experience in Residential
High School; Henry Baakins, of decoration to become busithe Weaver Community; Calvin ness partners in a growing
Carroll of Geeter, and Mrs. business. Person must be of
Queen Esther Smith, Lakeview Good Character, Honest, and
Ambitious.
Equipment and
dem entary
office

PTA NEWS
The regular monthly meeting
of the PTA was held April 21
in Mrs. Nettie C. Cross classroom with Mrs. Geneva Haynes,
the president, in charge.
Business included selecting a
delegate to the state meeting

space available, also
shelves for Inventory. 14e
light, gas, water Or telephone
bills.
Will consider one, from the
first liv, who are interview.
•d. F Or appointment call
942-3181 or come to 1461

Calrube "
rBR6:
151
2"

Mn,..,, Thursday &
FURNITURE CO. Op..
FrisMy nights tili / P M.
Serving
ot customers
1342 POPLAR AVENUE I.,. everthousands
20 years.
C.ernor of Poo?er end Cleveland

pay later

Teacher Speaks
For Sisterhood

Carver rule as the favorite The women of St. Stephen
to bag the division title and Baptist church at 508 N. Third
oppose either Douglass or Ma- at. presented Miss Erma Clannassas for the Prep League ton as the guest speaker for
championship slated to s t a it Sisterhood Day on last Sunday.
May 16 in the first game of a Miss Clanton
is a member of
best two of three series. Three
St. John Baptist church and a
games, two with Hamilton and teacher
at Melrose High school.
one against Bertrand, are the
major roadblocks for Carver Mrs. Aline Brown was chairwhile a May 12 Manassas-Doug- man of Sisterhood Day. Rev. 0.
'SWEET BIRD' PLAYERS — Tennessee State university's
lass might decide the Cobras' C. Crivens is pastor of .t h e
Players Guild staged "Sweet Bird of Youth" last week and' ;opponents.
church.
got excellent rave notices in both of the Nashville daily
papers. Shown here in a scene from the play are Clarence
Cullen of West Palm Beach, Fla., and Sylvia M. EasterQUALITY-FASHION
10-DAY
ling of Clarksdale, Miss., who carry the leading roles as
FABULOUS HAIR
Tennessee Williams' Chance Wayne and Princess KosmonoFREE TRIAL
READY TO STYLE AND RESTYLE ANY WAY
polis. Wrote one critic, "While most of the actors are too
Simply stunning wigs made of highest quality
young for their roles, they give much spirit and vitality to
hair and materials; child's play to style. Hold
4110(
style, look better, wear better. None better at
their work and they make you aware of their concern for
44
any price. Order now. Costs you nothing, if
putting on a lively show." Produced by Dr. Thomas Poag
you don't agree.
11P41
IttlY NOW, PAY UTERI TORII SECRET!
dean of the School of Arts and Sciences, the play was diNo embarrassing quesrected by Miss Betty J. Van Buren of the speech and
ONlY
tions — just mail coudrama faculty. (Photo by Joe Zinn)
pon. Pay only $6.66 a

WIGS

month for 12 months.
ABSOLUTE

LOWEST PRICE!
PER
There are no better wigs
WEEs being
sold any place on
SS 14011011015 CHARGE these convenient buynow, pay-later terms.
CUSTOM MADE EXACTLY TO YOUR ORDER!
Color-matched tb your request—Comfort-cut to fit perfectly — Expertly
processed to look better, last longer.
Look as though you were born with
gorgeous hair. Easily styled by you or
your hairdresser,
' CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE HAIR SHADE!

NORGE
AIR CONDITIONER
• 7 quiet-maker featu-es
We'll Make Arrangements
• Furniture styled! Wit'm
for your Electric Wiring,
Installation and combine
hardwood fronts —
into on. Easy Payment.
in walnut finish.
• Famous Norge quality.
NO MONEY DOWN
FIRST PAYMENT
Dependable year after
IN JUNE!
year.
Years from now you'll be glad it's

HUNTER
WINDOW
FANS
51" Per Week
1st Payment In June

RUSH YOUR ORDER NOW
SOUP SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOU PAY SIGNING
THE WIGMAKERS, INC., DEPT. 31 V4'14 I
12 WEST 22nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10010

357 Union
527-4471

Pleas* custom make my wig in the Size and Color indicated below. I
enclose $11 t• cover east if handling and will then pay $6.66 per month
months. If I am not satisfiscl. I will get My money back within
10 clays and pay nothing-Please Check calor Desired:
Nat Size
CI Slack
rl Light Auburn
0 Medium Brown
D Light Brown
O ON Black
ri Golden Blond"
r3 Dark Brown
T] Dark Auburn
[7 Salt 8. Pepper
o Please match hair sample enclosed.

2955 Summer

WYSS

50,000 CHEYRKET PARTS
•1950 THRII '61 MODELS!
sir
soim•ro
\10tht41

for 12

Wiess
elly

State
seem*••• fin

payment gene. men*

.p to&
gwerentee.

(5 PIECE
, LIVING
3RPOI O
eC
M

(7995

SBRU
SUITE
M S28 8
MATTRESSES
dMatching $7995

Springs
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MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Mendenholl)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
FRED MONTESI

OLEO

SWIFT'S

Qts. Yellow

lick, supemsoi of athletics fof Memphis City Scheel*, wise
was guest speaker, and Frank Lewis, principal of Grant.
On back row, same order, are Paul Miller, Melrose High
school; J. T. Chandler, chairman of Abe Scharff Board el
Directors; James Moss, Alcy Road school, and Allen Pryor, Douglas High school.

I'MCA AWARDS NIGHT — Trophies were presented to
youngsters from several schools during an Awards Night
program held recently at the Abe Scharff branch of the
YMCA. On front row, from left, are Milton Thomas, Jr.,
executive secretary; Charles Perkins, Mt. Vernon Baptist
church: James Walls, Grant Elementary school; Bernard
Hill and Chester Harris, Caldwell Elementary, Joe War-

2

BEEF STEW

Lbs.

HUMKO

SALAD OIL
24 Oz

35'

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

BUSH'S BEST

SPINACH
LIMIT 4

16 Oz

Y-TEENS HONOR MOTHERS
Y-Teen members presented corsages to their mothers during
the annual Y-Teen Mother -

Daughter Tea, and from I ef t
are Mrs. Lorene Osborn, chairman of Teenage Program Committee; Mrs. Ada Patterson and

daughter, Barbara; Mrs. Anita Barbara Neal, Teenage director
Harrison and daughter, Carolyn of the Sarah Brown branch of
Blake; Mrs. Lillian Bennett and I the YWCA.
daughter, ftelen, and Miss

'Y-Teens Honor
LBJ Tells His '66 Rights Plan
Mothers At A
President Johnson's state of tbelon the government's constituWASHINGTON — (UPI)
President Johnson called Negro union speech last January, wasI tional power to regulate inter- Sunday Tea
leaders to the White House late expected to contain proposals to state commerce, the same power
Mother - Daughter Tea was
last week to discuss his civil end racial discrimination in the used as a basis for the public A
held
at the Sarah Brown Branch
the
of
section
ns
accommodatio
reCongress.
rights message to
sale of tfouses, p,vide jury
YWCA last S und a y, and
measures, give the atter- 1964 Civil Rights Act.
form
Democratic leader Carl Albert
mothers of Y-Teens were honorney general authority to initiate
told the House that the message school desegregation suits, and Under the jury reform propo- ed. This 15 one of the many acwas expected later in the day make it a federal crime to at- sal, federal juries would be se- tivities Y-Teens are having with
from lists of
rights lected at random
their parents.
Press secretary Bill D. Moy tack or intimidate chit
registered voters. It would be
workers.
meet
ers said the White House
illegal for states to bar persons Entertaining the parents were
ing was called to enable Mr
most controversial see- from juries on the grounds of Y-Teens Kathy Graham of Hame
Johnson to keep the civil rights tion is the proposal to end din-1 race or sex.
ilton and Yvonne Lake of Mitleaders informed about the pro.crimination in the sale of 4111 Currently, widely varied chell on the piano; dratnatics
of
posed legislation.
homes, no matter how they are methods are used in selecting from Emmatine Wesson
a
and
charming
Manor
Oates
juries
federal
based
T b e message, promised !alfinanced. This would be
play for the mothers "The Secret" by Lincoln Y-Teens, Dale
Hooker. Sherry Butler, and Deborah Williams.

HERFF
FOR

_SUMMER AVE.

Invites Doctors, Lawyers, Teachers, Government
Employees, Factory Workers, Cooks, Truck Drivers,
Farmers, Domestic workers

Everyone Can Afford The
Beautiful

1966 FORD

MUSTANG

The first three mothers to arrive with their daughters were
presented corsages by t h e
daughters. Orchids were pinned
on Mrs. Anita Harrison by her
daughter, Carolyn Blake of Lincoln, Jr., Y-Teen club, and Mrs.
Lillian Bennett, by her daughter, Helen Bennett of Mitchell;
also a beautiful Carnation was
pinned on Mrs. Ada Patterson
by her daughter Barbara Patterson of Lincoln Jr., Y-Teen
Club.

Too Tall?
Doctors Can
Control It
AUGUSTA, Ga. — (WMNS)
— Many a young girl's dream
of b2coming a long-stemmed
American beauty has turned into a nightmare when she found
herself growing too tall, towering above boys and girls her
own age.

4
10

fRID. MOM ESI

GIANT SIZES
With coupon. and .1.00 additional purchas•, tomcludinq value of coupon misrchandis• (fresh milk•
products and tobacco also excluded in complionc•
with Stat• Low). On• coupon per customer. Coupon
expires noon W•dn•sday May 1 1 th.

FRED MONIEsi

pulp
25' 19

CHARGE YOUR
DOWN PAYMENT

$67 Month

$67 Down

For
Come in today. and Test Drire the "Quiet" "Ones"Register

30 FREE
Expense Paid Vacations For Two
To Hawaii For 7 Days

2450 SUMMER AVE.

458-1151

1.

2
1/

LIBBY'S
Sliced or Chunk

MORTON

MEAT PIES

15 Oz.

BEEF-CHICKEN OR TURKEY

PINEAPPLE

80z.

LIMIT 3

PORK
STEAKS

S

Stokely

APPLE SAUCE

BOSTON BUTT
PORK ROAST

4 Limit

2 21'
17 oz.
cans

44:rb

Averting this heartbreak is
now possible, according to Dr.
Robert B. G••eenblatt, chairman
of the department of endocrinllogy at the Medical College of
Georg.a.
Dr. Greenblatt laid physicians
attending a recent medical symposium on the adolescent girl
that over a five-year period be
had successfully slowed t h e
growth o( 40 young girls who
shewed unmistakable signs that
would be unusually tall women
unless steps were taken. ,
For an average of about two
year., the physician treated the
girls with various hormonal,
keeping the youngsters under
close observation during that
entir, period. The therapby hastened the closure orthe growing ends of the bones, thus
slowing their growth.

5

is

1111
KRAFT

SWEET POTATOES

19 c
LIMIT 4

MAYONNAISE
Qt.

49'

V.

tt
e-4111

LJ

"I•smemismsimme`

57 55 5r. '"-r.

•
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Other members and guests
sharing in the fun were Mr and
'Mrs. Christopher Nelson, Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Davis, Mr. and
Mrs. Cornell Wolfe
Mrs. Bridges Pyles, Mr. a n d
Mrs. Leroy Brooks, Mr and
By BERNARD ROBERSON
Mrs. Howard Scott, Mrs. and
In the last five years there has been a great revolution
Mrs. Warren K JaOtson a n d
given away.
within the Negro market.
Out - of - towners attending Pleas Jones,
were Mrs. Katie Mae Mitchell
Negroes have gained strength in prestige as well as in
Also Byrdi s Mitchell, Troy
of Pittsburgh, and Saumel Pol
purchasing power. Businessmen on the local and national level
lard of Chicago.
King, Lawr nee Dau ghert y,
have taken a greater interest
Blondie Stort, Adele Wood s,
Newt Thom
/, Willie Hill Jr., in this group In the next few
Robert Crawford, Sr., Lemmie weeks a series of articles will
Bosley, O.D. Alexander and be written to give the reasons
Clarence Fitgerald.
why this revolution has occurred.

The Purchasing Power
Of The Negro' Market

Golfing With Lil
By

Members and friends of the
Sam Qualls Golf club enjoyed a
special social night at the Alcy
Acres Country club, and many
games were played and prizes

SATURDAY, MAY 7, 1966

We are proud to announce
that the following Drugstores
have joined the

Floyd Rhodes

To Speak At
New Bethel

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
•

1. Incomes of Negroes in the
U.S. have risen faster than the
incomes of white Americans in
recent years. Between 1961 and
1964 per capita income for
whites, increased only by 11.3
per cent, while for non white,
it was over 18.5 per cent.

CHECK FOR NAACP — During a tea held
recently at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Morris, members of the Barbers'
Charity club presented a $100 payment on
a life membership to the NAACP to Dr.

(2) in 1964 the median family
income of Negroes actually
grew faster than the income
of white families in both per•
centage and dollar figures.
T. B. ROBERSON
This commonly used yard stick rose by $374
or 10.8 per
The theme of the program cent for Negroes compared with only $310
or 4.7 per cent for
will be "Counsel in the heart white families.
is like deep water, a man of
(3) The proportion of poor families, with incomes
understanding will draw it out.'
below
•
U.L. Harvey is master of cer- $3,000 per year is decreasing faster among Negroes than among
Monies, and Willie Reed whites. In 1964 alone 153,000 Negro families moved up across
the $3,000 poverty line.
chairman of Men's Day.
(4) The unemployment rate among Negro men
During a revival service at
dropped
the church on Wednesday, May from more than 10 per cent in 1963 to 6 per cent by the end
11, Evangelist Mullen will be of the year 1965.
•
the speaker.
(5) The progress among key breadwinners is even
more
The program is being spon- striking. At the end of last year, the unemployment rate for
sored by the senior choir, and married Negro men whose homes have not been disrupted by
Mrs. Morene Dickenson will be divorce or separation was less than
2 Per cent, the same as
mistress of ceremonies.
for white men with the same marital status.
Negroes have made a larger improvement in income
Rev. G. G. Brown is pastor
but
of New Bethel.
despite this gain, incomes of Negroes in 1964 were only
slightly
more than half of the whites income, which was
$1,168 for
Negroes and $2,188 for white on a per capita basis;
$3,839 for
Negroes and $6.858 for white on a family basis.
But the over-all rates of unemployment was higher among
Negroes, 7.3 per cent as compared with 3.7 per cent
among
whites at the end of last year.
The recent gains by Negroes have occurred during the
YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
last five years of nation wide prosperity and economic
exSCHOOL ITEMS
pansion. Future gains will depend heavily upon the preparatio
n
order blank today, and start the Defender coming to
you weekly. of Negroes in craftsmanship and scholastleal ability,

SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.

PROSPECT REXALL DRUGS
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.

Floyd Rhodes, a member of
the Pearly Gates Baptist church
will be the guest speaker for the
annual Men's Day program at
New Bethel Baptist church on
Sunday. May 15 .

Teacher Represents
Denver At Service
Miss Lillie B. .Roberts vi a s
chosen the official deleiiate of
the University of Denver; Denver, Colorado, to represent the
institution at the inauguration
of Dr. John David Alexander,
as president of Southwestern
University. The inaugura tion
was held May 3, 1966.
Miss Roberts is the bolder of

BAILEY'S NIA STORE
2547 Broad Avenue
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

YOUR NAME

TOOTHACH E Help

Mother's name

Address
Number of papers wanted weekly
Phone number,..—.._
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tennesee

Wonted

Don't suffer agony. in seconds get relief
that lasts with ORA-JEL. Speed release ROSE BEAUTY SALON, OPERATOR
Wanted Modern Elllop. Air Condiformula puts it to work intioned; Ask For Dgn
Mrs. twee
stantly to stop throbbing
Taylor -1578 Alcy Rd Ph. 323-4481 or
toothache pain.so safe doc948-9320
tors recommend it for
teething.

ra-jei

Auto For Sale

°

56 BUICK ROADMASTER
MOTOR excellent. Use no oil between
changes, Seat belts. Factor Air Condition. Finish good. Call
274-0187

the
ROCK of
GIBRALTAR
of the
JAZZ WORLD!

A

1960 DODGE 4•DOOR
6-cylinder radio & heater, standard
shift, nice ear. good tires. bargain.
$325.00 call Smith Ph. 324-3831 or
11184-3838.

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

from STOCKHOLM to JAPAN
from LONDON to HONOLULU
from the EAST COAST of the U.S.
to the WEST COAST...
BASIE IS THE FINEST

A

it.41111 list SoW
..;11 /IMO!1.111.11r

Have Something
0
A
V

To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
• Lot Miss

0

Defender
Classified
Do Itl

PA
0

Melvin N. Conley, principal Of
-ouglass High school, received
the "Distinguished Alum
Award" during the recent Founders Day celebration of Bishop
college in Dallas, Texas.
Mr. Conley was cited for educational leadership and his long
time involvement in numerous
community and profess ional
projects.
The Founders Day activity
was climaxed with the Alumni
Banquet, at which Mr. Conley
was banquet speaker.
During his undergraduate
days at Bishop college, Mr.
Conley was an honor science
student and All - Conference
performer in football at end and
blocking back.

PEST
EXTERN/Mt CO:
TtiedITES-NOCOMIS
MATER 111161-1101
Licensed emd IWO
CALL 16'from Yoe Mt
EMBARRASS
ED

"PIE

KILL TA LIVE"

CALL

01. EVERS
Fill FREE ESTIMATES
PH. PA 7.4033

Pie At
Togd etores
e'v)
The Coupon At Right May Be Exchanged At
Any Pic-Pac Food Store For A $1.00 General
Admission Ticket As Stated - One Ticket Per
Coupon

250 OFFER
GENERAL ADMISSION

ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDAL E CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Brood Avenue
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.

DAVIS REXALL DRUGS
1550 Netherwood at

CALL JA 6-8397

TICKETS

c6FNi Ziff

GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Pork Ave.
324-9322

0
1111

At Memphis Cokes.
Sunday May 8th, 3 p.m.
With this coupon end $5.00 odelirierol
purehers•,•fobocce, fresh and Govan dairy products arid pranscrip•
non Deportment excluded. On•
family. Expir•s noon k4ey 7th.
64

CO6 PON

i.

S
EWW
INitG
les
'EtSSO
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road

PoC•PAC

UI

9

CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance

A

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
Kimberly Clark is looking for an Industrial Engineer
to join our group at Memphis. I.E. Degree, One- Two
Years experience. Will consider recent I.E. Graduate. Salary offer will depend on qualification. For
consideration send resume to Mr. Bell.

KIMBERLY CLARK CORP.
P.O. Box 7066 - Memphis, Tennessee
MALE - FEMALE

THAN'S
LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 170 SEAL STREET JA 6-5300

LOAN OFFICE
EP$TE1
N
112-114-16I BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

The Tri-Stat• Defender goes on sale
each Thursday at the following locations:

BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood.
324-9126

•

Baiinelor of Scion- 0 D.'

c THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
'NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY

COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
COUNT BASIE and his world famous orchestra - Frank Sinatra
says, "The Count gets better with age & his
is ageless." Judy Garland says,
music
-One of the finest musicians of our time
or any other time... Tony Bennett
"Wherever Basic shows up to play
says,
everything in the world becomes music.“

Denver.
Miss Roberts is a member of
•ntenary Methodist Church
and teaches at Georgia Avenue
omentary School.

She is a member of the American
Historical
Association
Rust College, Holly Spri ngs,'the National Education AssociaMississippi; a SIRE degree tion; the West Tennessee Edufrom Gammon Theological Sem- cation Congress Council of Exinary, Atlanta, Georgia; and a ceptional Children and t h e
MA degree from the University American Health Association.
of Denver. She has done fur- She is a life member of the
ther study at the University of American Teachers Association.

Bishop College
Gives Memphian
Alumni Award

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly?
Fill in the

John E. Jordan. From left are Mrs. Gordy
Williams, J. Holman, Mrs. Alma Morris,
Dr. Jordan, Mrs. R. Jamerson and Mrs
B. Porter.

GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue

JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Ave.
452-3101
Speedy Delivery

ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans

KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287
276-9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.

SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948-4576
Pres. & Del. Service

voilentine

KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
142 Silveroge
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance

SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
*SMITH'S TEXACO
MODEL LAUNDRY
SERVICE STATION
204 W. Brooks
337 Mitchell Rood
NEWS MART
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
Magazines& Newspapers
455 E. Trigg
All Out of Town
Newspapers
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
10 N. Main
303 Vance
526-9648
TWO SISTER'S FOOD SHOP
ORIOLE DRUG
2401 Eldridge
1014 Mississippi
458-9878
942-1712
Good Foods
Pres. & Del. Service
VIC'S SUNDRIES
POST OFFICE 3013
Johnson Ave.
BEALE BRANCH

PANTAZE DRUG e2
209 Beale
PRESCOTT DRUG
1430 S. Brollevu•

HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. MeLerner•

PROSPECT REXALL
DRUGS
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.

kK

EFFERSON GROCERY

SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 526-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres. & Del. Service

MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.

JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.

4791 Horn Lak• Rd.

SAUNDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.

ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Coriwk

WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGON
251 E. McL•more
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920

